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1989

THE YEAR OF THE BOGEY MEN
Back in the 1980s, American comics normally arrived in UK
comic shops on a Saturday which was also, unsurprisingly,
the busiest shopping day of the week. A shop needed extra
hands to quickly unpack the comics, fill standing orders, then finally
price and place on the shelves the new arrivals.

I

n aka books and comics, at the
time situated in Glasgow’s old
tobacco market in Virginia Street
(as in Virginia tobacco), one invaluable
extra pair of hands was Jim Clements. As
well as his extensive knowledge of
comics, Jim was a huge fan of the works
of Philip K. Dick. Indeed his
unpublished comics sequel to Blade
Runner, Fiery, the Angels Fell ( extra
points for those readers who pick up the
reference) was considered by no less
than Grant Morrison as “a mindblowing
... sequel ... packed to the brim with deep
emotion, ultra-violence, dreamlike
symbolism and a relentless outpouring
of philosophical ideas”. Jim was also into
the works of Clive Barker, Lewis Carroll,
Nic Roeg, Dennis Potter and on and on.
Very clever guy.
Grant met Jim in aka, and they used to
walk and talk about ideas. Grant started
working on A Serious House on Serious
Earth and discussed its development
with Jim who was the best man to talk to
about the story which became Arkham
Asylum. All Batman’s main Bogey Men
were in Arkham, of course.

DC Comics, impressed with what they
were seeing in 2000AD, started sending
people over to meetings of the Society of
Strip Illustration (the SSI), and so it was
that Grant met Karen Berger and pitched
to her both Arkham and Animal Man. If
you have not yet read Arkham, treat your
self to one of the editions which features
Grant’s finished script with notes and
Grant’s original thumnails. The script is a

With the original
Robin killed off by
the Joker (or actually
killed off by readers
who voted in a poll),
Tim Drake took on
the mantle with
Batman #442...

masterpiece of literature in itself. What it
evolved into with the collaboration of
Dave McKean is one of the best graphic
novels – and one of the best selling –
ever published.
Karen had met Dave McKean at a
separate meeting and putting him
together with Grant created a
masterpiece which Karen allowed to
grow from 48 pages to 64 to 128. This
wonderful poetic and artistic creation
needed space to tell its new tale in a
completely original way. We had not
seen its like before.
Meanwhile, at Marvel, their own
Bogeyman had arrived. Back in the late
1970s, Ron Perelman (not the actor and
a different spelling) had acquired a $2
million dollar bank loan to buy into what
he regarded as an undervalued company,
Cohen Hatfield Industries. He sold off
their jewelery stores and made a $15
million profit. Then he borrowed $35
million more (easy for some...) to
acquire MacAndrews and Forbes. He
repaid the loan in 1980 which impressed
the bank, of course.
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Perelman’s buying and selling went on
in this way for years and he amassed a
fortune. New World Entertainment had
bought Marvel in 1986. This looked like
an excellent idea since one of New
World’s owners saw Marvel as a “miniDisney” – life is indeed loaded with
irony! Sadly, the president of New World
thought he had bought Superman.
Perelman always did his homework, but
clearly not everyone does.
So, Perelman thought Marvel was a
no-brainer purchase at $82.5 million. At
first, all seemed rosy and perhaps all
those movie projects would finally get
off the ground. But...
The chairman of Revlon Cosmetics
was not happy with its acquisition by a
guy he described as a “breakup artist”.
Archie Goodwin told me Marvel were
going to end up with “scratch and sniff
X-Men covers”, which turned out to be
not far from the truth. For the full story
of how Marvel was led into bankruptcy,
see Comic Wars by Dan Raviv. Be
warned, it is difficult to see how these
millionaires manipulate money with
futures and leverage and all that, but it is
an eye-opener as regards what happened
to Marvel.
Meanwhile, back in Glasgow, and just
a few blocks away from aka books and
comics was Iona Records, owned by
George Jackson, a musician with the folk
band Ossian. (One of the dedications in
Charles Vess’ Spirits of the Earth –
Spider-Man in Scotland – is to Ossian.)
George teamed up with one of the
owners of aka to form Fat Man Press in
order to publish The Bogie Man.
“Bathed in the cinematic lamplight on
that street he’s just gone down. our hero
hunches down into his trenchcoat under
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a dingy snap-brim and takes another
draw, waiting to meet the next
development in the sordid little noir Bmovie in which his is the starring and
heroic role.” So said Kenneth Wright in
The Herald on 7th June 1989, just before
the comics’ release. There were not
many journalists and publicity men that
George did not know. George also came
up with the idea of putting up huge
posters as if the comic were a
forthcoming movie. It worked.
And who created The Bogie Man?
Why only John Wagner, co-creator of
Judge Dredd, Strontium Dog, A History
of Violence, Button Man and many,
many more. And his co-writer was Alan
Grant of many scripts for 2000AD, plus
Anarky, and the best-selling Batman:
Shadow of the Bat (yes, Batman again).
And the artist was Robin Smith, art
editor of 2000AD, who made Glasgow an
extra character in the story. You can still
visit those actual mean streets that Robin
drew.
While presenting Bogie to the visitors
to the Angoulême Festival, George
Perry, who wrote one of the most
important early books about the history
of comics, The Penguin Book of Comics,
spotted it on the Fat Man Press stall and
wrote an article about it for the
Guardian. The BBC’s Alan Yentob
spotted this and phoned the BBC in
Glasgow to see if they had aquired the
rights. And so it came to pass that it did
indeed become a BBC movie, as those
posters had implied. The BAFTA
nominated movie starred Robbie
Coltrane, Midge Ure (yes, the very
same), Craig Ferguson, and Bond girl
Fiona Fullerton . [This was not, in fact,
the first TV show based on a UK
independent comic. That honour goes to
VIZ whose producer, Miles Ross,
assembled his own big names such as

Peter Cook, Harry Enfield, Kathy Burke,
and Caroline Aherne.]
There was a lot happening in the real
world, too. This was the year of the
Soviet Union’s withdrawal from
Afghanistan, and the astounding and
sudden fall of the Berlin Wall on which
was written “Be Pure. Be Vigilant.
Behave.” from 2000AD’s Nemesis. The
Tiananmen massacre still has
repercussions on the West’s view of
China. And the Hillsborough disaster led
to 97 deaths and years of litigation.
In happier news, Seinfeld started on
TV and the first Gameboy was released.
TV and games would never be the same
again.
Back at DC, Dave McKean was
involved with the covers for another
influential and successful series. When
Karen Berger first met McKean, she met
him with Neil Gaiman. Gaiman had
proposed a new version of Sandman,
completely different from previous
incarnations. Karen loved the idea and
was very impressed with McKean’s
artwork. He was assigned to do the
covers to give this monthly series a look
that stood out from every other
publication.
Then there was Sandman #3 and the
introduction of Death who became,
arguably, the series’ most popular
character – and no wonder. What’s not
to like? DC’s different approach to
comics like this one, especially with the
involvement of Karen, would eventually
lead to the Vertigo imprint and many of
the best comics DC ever published.
And speaking of a new look, Tim
Burton’s Batman movie, with the
involvement of designer Anton Furst,

was a world away from the day-glo
colours and lightheartedness of the 1966
TV show. It became the biggest grossing
film of the year. So it is not surprising
that DC did not just publish one new
Bat-book to capitalise on all the
publicity.
Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight
was billed on its stark cover as “The First
New ‘Solo’ Baman Book Since 1940”.
One innovation which was good was
designing the various stories in “arcs”, so
that, if successful, each arc could be
repackaged as a paperback. One
innovation which seemed to collectors
quite exciting at the time was variant
covers. Eventually, especially with the
variant covers during Perelman’s Marvel
years, this proved a nightmare for
retailers. Initially leading to huge sales, it
eventually deteriorated into lots of
unsold comics in storerooms. The
packaging does not guarantee better
stories.
With the original Robin killed off by
the Joker (or actually killed off by
readers who voted in a poll), Tim Drake
took on the mantle with Batman #442.
Detective Comics, which, of course,
gave DC, an amalgamation of various
companies such as All-American, its
most popular company name, reached
the milestone of #600. And the popular
character Catwoman – sometime villain,
sometime lover – got her very own
series.
And then something else new from
DC: Gotham by Gaslight. Batman and
Jack the Ripper in the year 1888 in an
alternate universe. This opened up lots
of story potential in what became
Elseworlds.

own take on the book which inspired the
creation of X-Men, Doom Patrol another
comic which became a TV series.
Back in the UK, Grant was also to be
seen in 2000AD # 626, where he was
writing Zenith Phase III. And just to
make that issue even more special, some
guy called Bisley was painting Sláine:
The Horned God. And then, in October,
2000AD reached issue 650 – it cost 5p
extra, but 3/5 strips were in colour and
two great favourites appeared: The Dead
Man and the ever popular Chopper.
Back up the road in Glasgow, a few
streets away from aka and Iona Records,
was J&T Graphics, a printing and design
company. The “T” was Tommy
Somerville and he was realising his
ambition to publish a comics magazine
which would come to be called Electric
Soup. Dave Alexander was a big fan of
Gilbert Shelton and the Fabulous Furry
Freak Bothers (who isn’t?). He drew a
cover of his Scottish take on the
characters, The MacBam Brothers, part
Freaks and part The Young Ones, a
popular British TV show.

In aka, Tommy spotted an advert for a
comics class in Maryhill. Through some
contacts at that class, Padam Singh and
Rob McCallum joined the merry band.
Padam created the great character, half
Catholic, half Protestant, Billy Pope,
even although, as you can guess from his
name, Padam is neither of those halfs.
Rob would go on to receive phone calls
from Stan Lee who was working at the
time on his Excelsior line. Now Rob
works as a storyboard artist for Star
Trek: Discovery, Pacific Rim, It, and the
revival of Robocop.
And what ever happened to Frank
Quitely? Well, he has worked on a few
series with Grant Morrison and fellow
Scots Robbie Morrison (no relation) and
Mark Millar. Sadly, there have been no
more episodes of the Greens.
So, as you can see, 1989 was some
year, a peak in the creation of important
comics, not all of them from Glasgow.
AUTHOR:
JOHN MCSHANE

A young man called Vincent Deighan
thought he was going for an actual job at
J&T, but, in fact, Tommy was just
looking for other creators. Tommy
showed him Dave’s cover and Vincent
went off and did a parody of the Broons.
It turned out to be too close to the actual
Broons (a lawsuit from DC Thomson
was not in Tommy’s business plan) and
so it was changed a wee bit and became
the Greens. Some of his Underground
style was a bit adult, so Vin did not
originally want his family to know he
was creating it; thus was born Frank
Quitely and he’s had to adjust to being
called Frank ever since.

And lest you think we have forgotten
about Grant Morrison, he started his
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Arkham Asylum

Berzerk (Beruseruku)

Arkham Asylum: A Serious House
On Serious Earth
Written by Grant Morrison, Art by Dave
McKean, Letters by Gaspar Saladino.
DC Comics (USA)

By Kentaro Miura
Serialised in Monthly Animal House &
Young Animal, Hakusensha (Japan)

It was the book that made both
Morrison and McKean's names. Up
until that point, Morrison was the
young, mouthy writer shaking up 2000
AD with Zenith, who'd just started at
DC with Animal Man and Doom
Patrol, whilst McKean's work in
comics up to then consisted of 1987's
Violent Cases, 1988's Black Orchid,
and covers for 1989's Sandman.
However, whereas all of those were
niche books at best (at the time),
Arkham Asylum was simply huge. A
hardcover Batman graphic novel
coming out just after the success of
Dark Knight Returns and The Killing
Joke and the first big Batman project
after the Tim Burton Batman movie,
DC really did take a huge gamble with
both Morrison and McKean. And it
was a gamble that paid off. The
hardcover sold close to 200,000 copies,
and the book's gone on to sell over half
a million copies.
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In a world reminiscent of Medieval
Europe, this dark fantasy follows the
exploits of Guts and Griffith, part of
the mercenary band known as the
'Band of the Hawk,' Berserk takes in
the lives, loves, and ambitions for
greatness of both men, all in the
shadow of dire prophesies foretelling
death and disaster.
Although monumental in scale and
huge of sword, this dark fantasy saga
is notable for both the depth of the
characterization of the cast and for
Miura’s incredibly detailed artwork.
This series has been enjoyed by
millions, with over 50 million copies
in print, making it one of the bestselling Manga series of all time and
hugely influential both on Manga,
Anime, and video gaming. Sadly,
Miura passed away, at the way too
young age of 54, in 2021, leaving his
epic saga unfinished.

08
The Crow Issue #1 & Caliber
Presents #1
By James O'Barr
Caliber Press (USA)
O'Barr's dark tale of loss,
emotional trauma, and vengeance
first appeared with the short,
'Inertia,' in Caliber Presents #1
before the four issues of the Caliber
series. It told of a resurrected Eric
Draven and his campaign of
vengeance and retribution against
the gang who murdered him and his
lover Shelly. Brutal, emotionally
bare, full of angst, somewhat
overblown, blacker than black, and
very much of its time, it was a
massive word of mouth success.
Unfinished at Caliber, Tundra went
on to re-release the first four issues as
two very popular and successful
deluxe volumes and finally printed
issue 5, 'Death' as their third volume.
After this, the series has spawned
several collections, sequels, films,
and a TV show. As for prices, the
rarity of these early issues has pushed
the prices for Caliber Presents #1 up
to $2,125 and The Crow #1 to $3,235
(for 9.8 grades.).
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The Dead Man

Eightball

The First Step (Hajime no Ippo)

Written by John Wagner (as Keef
Ripley), Art by John Ridgway,
Letters by Jack Potter.
2000 AD (UK)

By Daniel Clowes
Fantagraphics Books (USA)

By Jyoji (George) Morikawa
Serialised in Weekly Shonen Magazine,
Kodansha (Japan)

One of the greatest surprise reveals in
the history of comics.
A kid in the Cursed Earth finds a man
with hideous injuries caused by acid
burns and no memory of how he got
there. With no clue to his identity, Yassa
nicknames him 'Dead Man.' Once
sufficiently recovered, the Dead Man
and Yassa travel through the Cursed
Earth, searching for answers to the man's
identity. Eventually, the Dead Man
uncovers fragments of his past... the
wrecked motorbike and gun, tattered
uniform, and then... the badge.
And that's the moment right there.
Wagner pulling the best shock reveal in
the history of 2000 AD. As his memory
returns, the Dead Man shows the badge
to Yassa. And the name on the badge Dredd.
A stunning moment of revelation set
up by weeks of careful storytelling, Dead
Man would lead into the 26-episode epic
Necropolis in 1990. It was also followed
immediately with Tale of the Dead Man,
a prequel telling of the events leading up
to The Dead Man, with Dredd resigning
and taking the long walk.

When Daniel Clowes' previous
Fantagraphics series, Lloyd
Llewellyn, was cancelled, Clowes
says that he felt relief at being freed
from the confines of a comedy book.
Little did we know, back in 1989, that
the follow-up comic, Eightball,
would be the starting point for an
author who would become a major
voice in American comics.
In Eightball, whether through
shorter strips or the serials, including
Like A Velvet Glove Cast in Iron and
Ghost World, Clowes voice would
resonate for the times, a cartoonist
capable of shifting style and tone to
deliver comedy and tragedy,
introspection and invective, and do it
all quite brilliantly.

Another hugely successful Manga
series, Morikawa's boxing epic has
followed the life of Makunouchi
Ippo, from the very beginning of his
boxing career as a high school
student, then professional boxer,
complete with all of the struggles
inside and outside the ring, all the
way to retirement after suffering
from the effects of CTE (Chronic
traumatic encephalopathy). With
Ippo now training other boxers,
you'd think the series was winding
down, yet Morikawa is on record as
saying, 'I've probably only covered
about half of it.'
So it would appear that Morikawa
will make the story of Ippo his life
story. As of 2021, it was the eighth
longest running Manga series with
over 96 million sales, putting the saga
of Ippo in the top 20 best-selling
Manga of all time.
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RAW Volume 2

The Sandman #8: The Sound
of Her Wings

Anthology - edited by Francois Mouly
& Art Spiegelman
Penguin Books (UK)

Written by Neil Gaiman, Art by Mike Dringenberg & Malcolm
Jones III, Colours by Daniel Vozzo, Letters by Todd Klein
DC Comics (USA)

RAW Volume two saw Spiegelman and Mouly's trailblazing title that embraced the individual and the
physicality of comics in a variety of oversized,
aesthetically beautiful forms in the eight issues of the selfpublished Raw Volume one, turn into a rather
disappointingly small affair of the digest sized three issues
published by Penguin.
However, despite the disappointment of the aesthetic
and the design, the interiors for Raw Volume 2 were the
equal of what we'd seen throughout Volume 1, with
Spiegelman returning for another chapter of Maus,
Charles Burns' anxiety-inducing work represented here
by Teen Plague, and Richard McGuire's incredible tale of
time and place, Here. And that’s not to mention the likes
of Ben Katchor, Gary Panter, Lorenzo Mattotti, Jacques
Loustal, Justin Green, Ever Meulen, Drew Friedman,
Mark Newgarden, Joost Swarte, Edward Sorel, and Kim
Deitch.
With these three Raw volumes across the next six years,
Raw had done what Spiegelman and Mouly set out to do,
showcasing comics in all their forms through the work of
an extraordinarily diverse group of artists and firmly
established the idea of literary comics forever.

Although the first seven issues of Sandman were well
received, it wasn't until issue 8 and the introduction of
Death of the Endless, goth crush personified for so many
readers, a cute, perky, perennially cheery representation
of the Grim Reaper, that the series truly took off.
Meant as a coda to the first set of stories, a break after
Dream escaped his capture and went searching for his lost
objects of power, this was where everything first truly
came together for the series, where Gaiman found his
voice. Both the look and personality of Death energises
the comic and the series, the antidote to Dream's dour,
self-indulgent moping here. Having Death turn up and
berate him about wallowing, coupled with the opening
conversation about Mary Poppins, just acts as a wonderful
palette cleanser. And as both the reader and Dream join
Death on her rounds, we experience a being of pure
empathy, full of understanding, taking it all in her stride,
gently guiding her charges on their way with care and
kindness.
Sandman would go on to become a phenomenon, but it
was here that the series took off, all with the sound of her
wings.
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Sláine: The Horned God

Trident Comics

Written by Pat Mills, Art by Simon Bisley,
Letters by Steve Potter
2000 AD / Fleetway (UK)

Anthology - Edited by Martin Skidmore
Trident Comics (UK)

When it comes to the most influential strips in
the long history of 2000 AD, there are many
contenders, but Sláine: The Horned God is
always going to feature on the list. Across three
book arcs in 1989-1990, Mills and Bisley gave us
what so many see as not just the definitive Sláine
but also the finale to Sláine, with everything that
came after inconsequential and unnecessary.
Mills’ warrior had always been wreathed in
Celtic mythology and mysticism, but in the
Horned God he took it to a new level, telling of
the ascension of Sláine MacRoth to King of the
Sessair and wishing to unite all the tribes as High
King. To do this, and to defeat the Drune Lord
Slough Feg and his vile allies, Sláine will need to
become the new incarnation of Carnun the
Horned God.
It's everything it needs to be, a truly epic in
scale slice of mythology, with Mills embedding
us deep into Celtic lore. And of course, it
wouldn't have been the same without Bisley's
artwork, full-colour, gloriously expressive, and
absolutely memorable.

Trident Comics was a short-lived UK publisher from 1989-1992,
founded - in similar fashion to Titan Distributors and Titan Comics
- as the publishing arm of Neptune Distribution. Editor Martin
Skidmore assembled a spectacular array of talent for such a smallscale company, including Neil Gaiman, Eddie Campbell, and Grant
Morrison, Paul Grist, Dominic Regan, Mike Collins, Nigel
Kitching, D'Israeli, and even gave Mark Millar his first writing
credit, with artists Daniel Vallely and Nigel Kitching, for Saviour, a
typical high concept Millar thing - effectively 'what if Jonathan
Ross pretended to be Jesus but was actually the Antichrist?'
The first issue of the Trident anthology not only featured Eddie
Campbell's Bacchus and Neil Gaiman and Nigel Kitching's The
Light Brigade but also included the controversial St. Swithin's Day
by Grant Morrison and Paul Grist, which spawned the infamous
Sun headline, ‘Death to Maggie Book Sparks Tory Uproar’ –
something Trident subsequently used for promotional T-shirts and
advertising for a collected version. So much talent, so many
potentially great comics.
By 1990, in financial dire straits, they went for broke, with the
setting up of Apocalypse Inc., and went into weekly comics with
Toxic! featuring the likes of Pat Mills and Kev O'Neill's Marshal
Law; John Wagner, Alan Grant, Robin Smith, and Cam Kennedy's
Bogie Man; and Mills and Mick McMahon's Muto-Maniac. Sadly,
going for broke did just that, with Trident going bankrupt in 1991.
Should have, could have been a contender.
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MUSEUM
Comic artefacts, memorabilia and fandom

E

veryone loves a summer special
comic right? All those new stories
with your favourite characters,
plenty of colour, all those old
stories/features you didn’t quite recognise
(that were actually just cheap filler material
taken from the archive), long Summer days
to read it. Anyway, while Fleetway/IPC
and DC Thomson were keen on Summer
specials it was Marvel UK who were the
most keen on Winter specials – an area
where they had very little competition
from their usual rivals.
Marvel UK’s 1989 MANTA Force Winter
special ticks a lot of my collecting
boxes...it’s really obscure, it’s from Marvel
UK and it’s got Ian Kennedy artwork in it.
What’s not to love? This wasn’t Ian’s only
work for Marvel UK – he drew 6 episodes
of Blake’s 7 in their 1982/3 monthly – but
he didn’t draw much for them though.
OK, let’s rewind a little here. MANTA
(Multiple Air, Naval and Terrain Assault)
Force was a line of toys launched by
Bluebird back in 1987. The central concept
was that Earth was (as ever) polluted &
overpopulated and the MANTA spaceship
was designed to help save humanity.
Following the successful launch of the
MANTA spaceship the World
Government built another spaceship, the
Red Venom, to help MANTA force
colonise new Earth. Unfortunately the Red
Venom was hijacked by a group of soldiers
called the Viper Squad. The scene is set for
these two groups to fight each other and to
flog a lot of toys in the process. In 1987

Fleetway (& Marvel UK) hadn’t yet
succumbed to the lure of just producing
comics which were wholly based on
licensed properties, instead they were still
generating their own material (in the pages
of 2000AD, new Eagle and the like).
MANTA Force didn’t get its own comic
(like the toy line MASK had done in 1986)
and instead it had to settle for a 21 week
run in the pages of new Eagle instead. The
first episode of the strip was illustrated by
Ian Kennedy and the next twenty episodes
were illustrated by Mike Dorey – both
artists contributed one MANTA Force
cover to new Eagle.
By January 1988 the strip had come to an
end in new Eagle and it’s therefore
something of a surprise to see Marvel UK
produce a (Winter special) comic at least
18 months later. This was Marvel UK’s only
MANTA Force comic so perhaps the
special acted as a good test to see if the
popularity of MANTA Force toys had
passed or if there was still a demand out
there from kids for this material. The
special itself is a thin thing (only 28 pages
in total – including covers) and for 99p was
much pricier than the weekly new Eagle
(32p) or 2000AD (35p) and had fewer
pages to boot. The full colour pages
throughout the special would have helped
to soften the blow but even so it was a
pricey purchase. Inside you get 2 strips.
The first strip was by artist Gary Frank
(who would go on to illustrate just about
everything for Marvel & DC – I’m talking
Batman, Justice League, Hulk, Supergirl,

Superman, The Avengers, Doctor Strange
and plenty more) and the second was by
the aforementioned Ian Kennedy. The odd
thing about the Ian Kennedy art work is
that it’s actually a reprint – it’s not actually
new material at all. It had originally
appeared in a very flimsy 8 page
promotional piece (of which Ian Kennedy
art accounts for 5 pages) from Bluebird
when the series originally launched. This is
also well worth hunting down, but back to
that Winter special.
As a comic (and as a toy line) MANTA
Force certainly didn’t scale the heights of
series such as MASK, Thunderbirds or
even the Hero Turtles but I reckon it came
fairly close, certainly the range of toys
produced was impressive and the 2nd
hand premium they command now is
pretty good. Sadly, being “fairly close”
means, in the brutal world of kids toys, you
have a product which is actually in 3rd or
4th place and thus a long way behind the
winner. Well tried MANTA Force, thanks
for my favourite Ian Kennedy spaceship
ever – the Red Venom!
I am @richardandsheaf and I blog daily at
boysadventurecomic.blogspot.com
AUTHOR:
RICHARD SHEAF
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n the range of toys produced was
impressive and the 2nd hand premium
they command now is pretty good.
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HORRORS
YET TO COME
Ten years in the making, Alan Moore and Eddie Campbell’s ‘From Hell’ remains a
high water mark of the comic medium. Peter Gouldson takes a look back at a
retelling of the horrific Whitechapel Murders.

They do guided tours now. Well over a
hundred years later, with murder
reduced to mere myth, crowds still flock
to the site of gruesome, grizzly death.
They map out routes through a warren of
old streets and dare to enter the same
dark alleyways where victims took their
last few remaining steps. They seek
sustenance in the very pub where Polly
Nicholls allegedly drank away her ‘doss’
money shortly before her mutilated body
was found in the early hours of that last
day of summer. Once nourished they step
outside, faced with the looming
pomposity of Christ Church, Spitalfields,
shrouding the nooks and cranny’s of
Whitechapel in its dark shadow just as it
did a poor and destitute populace with a
killer in their midst.
The Whitechapel Murders of 1888 still
retain their hold on our collective
consciousness to this day, with ‘Jack the
Ripper’ a name long entered into that
infamous hall of fame reserved for the
very worst of nightmares. A slew of
books, films, articles, television dramas
and documentaries have all attempted to
recreate, judge, and lay claim to the
truth. They seek to make sense of the
horror, account for the madness, and
finally solve the puzzle. Many are

noteworthy, although most are borne of
opportunist and charlatan. Due to the
combined efforts of two of the UK’s
finest creators, comics are one medium at
least however that has treated the events
with a gravitas and respect they deserve,
yet ‘From Hell’ by Northampton’s Alan
Moore and Glasgow’s Eddie Campbell
always had lofty ambitions.
By 1988 Alan Moore was already
sailing away from a recently conquered
comics mainstream. With his relationship
with DC Comics fatally soured over
rights issues surrounding the acclaimed
Watchmen and refusing outright to
consider working for Marvel, bridges
were being irreparably burnt. Where
some might rue lost opportunities Moore
saw only freedom, retaining his strong
belief in comics as a form that had yet to
realise its full potential. The setting up of
Mad Love as a new independent
publishing outlet for his own and others
work, and its initial success with one-off
anthology AARGH (Artists Against
Rampant Government Homophobia),
proved what possibilities lay beyond a
corporate mainstream obsessed with
superheroes.
One area of focus for a possible future
work lay at an extreme edge of the

spectrum of human experience. How
does an occurrence such as murder
actually come about? Who would be
inclined to carry out such an act? Why?
Having settled on the subject, Moore had
initially rejected the idea of using the
infamous ‘Ripper’ crimes as a basis for
any possible piece, reasonably believing
that so much had been said and written
on the subject already. Yet in 1988 with
the attendant publicity surrounding the
centenary of the killings he became
intrigued, in particular by Stephen
Knight’s book ‘Jack The Ripper: The Final
Solution’. Originally published twelve
years earlier, with many of its theories
already discredited by other so called
‘experts’, Knight’s book nevertheless
proved to be a turning point for Moore.
Whitechapel, 1888 and its surrounding
myth had everything he needed.
At least five women (some accounts
put the figure higher) all living and
working as prostitutes in the
economically deprived Whitechapel area
of London’s East End, were brutally
murdered during the Autumn of 1888, all
within a same small radius and all, it’s
now commonly accepted, by the same
person. If we add the details of a coroners
report concerning the nature of death
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and the injuries sustained then we have
what are the accepted facts of the case.
Moore knew that through comics he
could paint as accurate and truthful a
portrayal of all this as possible, capable of
depicting the reality of the victims
poverty-stricken lives and without
shrinking from the unimaginable horror
of their deaths. Yes there would be
conjecture (Knight’s own assertions of
masonic intrigue, royal indiscretion,
illegitimate children, attempted
blackmail and establishment cover up
would all be brought to the fore) but
through all this Moore aimed to shine a
light on hidden truths behind the
Victorian facade; the deep social
divisions, the violent misogyny and what
he perceived to be sinister occult
undertones. He wanted to map the
ripples that flowed through the years
following the explosive impact of these
horrific events and the (even
contemporary) collective madness
surrounding them (fake ripper claims,
mass hysteria of the press) all within the
context of the general turbulence of the
period. Here was the real beginning of
the twentieth century, a harbinger of
horrors yet to come.
Unconcerned with any potential mass
audience, Moore hooked up with former
collaborator and fellow discontent Steve
Bissette. The former Swamp Thing artist
also coveted freedom and independence
now, forming his own Spiderbaby
Graphix company from which sprang
‘Taboo’, an anthology horror title
depicting his own and others personal
brands of undiluted horror. Upon first
speaking to Moore on the subject of
From Hell, Bissette was astounded to find
himself given an outline of the complete
concept from beginning to end, with all
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The snails pace of
publication wasn’t to
the detriment of the
work, Moore and
Campbell seemingly
revelling in a freedom
far away from editorial
constraints.
16 chapters, prologue and epilogue
already mapped out in the author’s mind.
It was through Bissette that Glasgow
born artist Eddie Campbell was brought
on board. Campbell’s scratchy,
naturalistic style was about as far away
from the mainstream as you could get,
and Moore himself had been an early
convert, praising Campbell’s selfproduced work in a fanzine review
written for Marvel UK’s Daredevils
magazine in 1983. If in awe of Campbell’s
art, Moore thought his writing even
better, believing Campbell even then to
be ‘…one of the most interesting talents,
amateur or professional, working in
comics.’
With Campbell on board, both Bissette
and Moore saw exciting avenues opening
up. The natural realism and sharp
observation of the art would ensure the
‘horror’ aspect of the series could speak
for itself, a world away from some fake
cliche-riddled Hollywood re-telling of
leading lady, fog shrouded London
streets and shadowy pursuer in top hat.

Rather, From Hell would deposit you
deep into the heart of Whitechapel 1888
where the squalor and deprivation was all
too visible and where that sound you
could hear was of a blade being
sharpened.
An eight page prologue appeared in
Issue #124 of Dave Sim’s Cerebus the
Aardvark ( July 1989), the opening shot of
a dead, rotting seagull carcass
surrounded by flies immediately giving
notice to any diehard fans of Moore’s
superhero work that this was not another
‘Tales of the Green Lantern Corps’. With
Chapter One following in the second
issue of Taboo that September, the strip
quickly settles on its structure of a nine
panel grid (even if many pages never pass
without panel expansion for emphasis)
and dispensing with thought balloons
and third person narrated captions. With
Campbell adapting his art to look as he
believed it would have if rendered in 1888
itself, and with Moore’s utilising his ear
for naturalistic dialogue to the full, this
was not an easy read for many. What it
immediately was however was a brutally
honest work, labeled as melodrama
despite going to painstaking lengths to
use as much established fact as was
possible. The patient reader becomes
immersed in a weaving narrative
connecting the poor destitute streets of
Whitechapel, (and in particular victim
Marie Kelly) through to the very head of
Crown and Empire and Queen Victoria
herself (the depiction of whom was an
apparent area of contention between the
two creators). The horror and sense of
foreboding seems real, griping the reader
from the onset whilst never pretending to
be some parlour-game ‘whodunnit’; the
‘Rippers’ identity (the same as in Knight’s
book) being pretty much revealed in

Chapter Two long before the first murder
takes place. Moore’s plot evolves
naturally, each chapter unfolding at its
own length and pace. If the idea
originally sold to Campbell was one of
sixteen chapters coming in at eight pages
each, a sobering reality soon became
apparent; after the prologue, the first
chapter came in at twelve pages with the
second at thirty-two, and a later
instalment clocking in at fifty-eight!
Speaking to the Comics Journal in 1991,
Moore acknowledged the burdens placed
on an artist in such circumstances, but
heated debates about Queen Victoria
aside, the collaboration seemed to be
remaining on a sound enough footing as
“…the beauty of working with Eddie is
that you can ask an awful lot of him and
he’ll come through.”
If the creative side of things remained
sound, the situation behind the scenes at
Taboo were the opposite. Bissette spoke
to the comics press about complaints
with the books contents, with what he
described as the ’natural lovemaking’
depicted in Moore and Campbell's
opening chapter being one of the reasons
Issue #2 had to be presented to nine
different binding companies before
finally one agreed to put the issue
together. Subsequent instalments
appeared slowly; Issue #3 coming in
March 1990 with Issue #4 not appearing
until February 1991. Kevin Eastman’s
Tundra helped ease the apparent
financial burdens of producing that issue
before striking a deal that saw them
taking over completely with Issue #5,
showing up in November that year.
The snails pace of publication wasn’t to
the detriment of the work, Moore and
Campbell seemingly revelling in a
freedom far away from editorial

constraints. How else to explain the
remarkable Chapter Four appearing that
November? On the surface this latest
instalment to their ‘horror’ story consists
of 38 pages of two men chatting on a
sightseeing horse and carriage tour of
London, yet it’s by far the most sinister
chapter so far. As carriage wheels wobble
over cobbled streets from early morning
through to evening, our main protagonist
(the Ripper himself ) spells out for his
servile coachman and accomplice the
true nature of the capitals great
landmarks surrounding them. By the
time dusk approaches it dawns on his
employee, and the reader, that London,
cradle of the Great British Empire, is
nothing but a sinister age-old character in
itself; the turrets and spires and churches
(such as those designed by architect
Nicholas Hawksmoor) seen through a
masonic, occult, violent misogyny. We
take new meaning from the marble and
granite, the cold hold these buildings
have over a populace dwarfed by them.
We feel the sense of foreboding as
Hawksmoor’s Christ Church, Spitalfields
looms ahead, knowing a brutal killer,
fortified by forces inherent in his very
surroundings, is but surveying the lay of
the land, plotting his route, planning an
imminent return. Campbell’s artwork
reaches new heights here; panels are
stretched and widened to fully convey
the sinister architectural splendour.
Defying all storytelling logic it’s a chapter
that shouldn’t work but the sheer depth
of the writing and precision of the art
make each page come alive. That final full
page panel of London at dusk with the
dome of St Paul’s and other church spires
dominating the skyline over a darkness
now enveloping the populace serves up a
palpable sense of dread. We know this

story, we know what’s about to come.
The sheer weight of the hostile forces and
negative energy about to extinguish the
lives of five women seem overwhelming
and insurmountable, reinforced and
‘engraved in stone’ all around them,
having already kept them in check for the
entirety of their so very short lives. What
possible hope did they ever really have?
Groundbreaking work can have
profound effects, and so it proved even
for Alan Moore himself. It was during the
writing of this chapter that his main
character utters lines pertaining to gods
existing for real, if only in ones own
mind. Moore would reflect on the
implications of this, finding it to be an
irrefutable piece of logic that he just
couldn’t ignore. His research of fractal
mathematics for the aborted ‘Big
Numbers’ book fused with his research
on ritual and the occult for From Hell,
with Moore making a connection
between the two of language, or rather
language with the power to change
events, Conversations with close friend
and UK comics writer Steve Moore
(himself long a student of the occult and
practitioner of magic ritual) led to further
research, the first steps on a road that led
him, on the day of his fortieth birthday,
to declare to family and friends that he
was now a practicing magician. Serious
and open on the subject in interviews
from the very beginning, even when
seemingly sending himself up, Moore was
happy to counter what he saw as “too
much dark on what is a lucid and
fluorescent subject,” one which has
unarguably informed much of his work
ever since.
The life-changing work in question
needed find a new home with Kitchen
Sink Press following the collapse of
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Taboo. After initially reprinting the
already-published chapters, a new
instalment eventually showed up in the
eponymous From Hell #4 dated March
1994. With the sheer scale of the project
now becoming apparent, Moore saw fit
to begin writing detailed appendixes
accompanying each new chapter which
not only enhanced the reading
experience but shed greater light on the
amount of historical accuracy and detail
of the strip. The attention to detail only
added to the overall impact. If the sinister
Chapter Four had seemed merely
chilling, the horror of Chapter Ten is
visceral, with the reader locked in the
tiny lodging room at 13 Millers Court
with the killer and his final victim, Marie,
or Mary Kelly for 34 pages. The futility of
the victim holding up bedclothes to her
face for protection and the knowledge of
what is to come is gut wrenching; for her
or the reader there will be no escape as
Moore and Campbell bar all exits. One of
the most harrowing reads ever, and fully
intended to be, we get panel after panel
from the killers point of view, share his
icy calculating stare, his hallucinations,
his visions, immersed in the madness of
someone justifiably described as one of
the sickest bastards ever. We feel the
claustrophobia in that tiny lodging room,
the heat from the fire, the feelings of
nausea worsened when he turns and
somehow seems to face us, the reader.
You picture yourself in that room, with
killer and victim, both now infamous,
questioning why you’re there in the first
place. Moore had read all the reports of
the death and of Kelly’s horrific injuries.
This is a horror that is all too real. This
actually happened.
They do guided tours now.
The momentum that has built up to

this most final of horrors doesn’t let up
once it’s over, with the remaining
chapters remarkably some of the best.
The story plays out with the actual
‘solving’ of the case and subsequent
establishment cover up, before we
witness the final fate of the killer himself.
As we follow his spirit, this patron saint
of murder, through time and space itself,
we meet Ian Brady, Myra Hindley and
Peter Sutcliffe (daubed the ‘Yorkshire
Ripper’ by a salivating gutter-press) along
the way. A harrowing, bleak read, yet it’s
here, right near the end, that for just once
Moore and Campbell offer up the briefest
flicker of hope and respite. Moore
cryptically refuses to comment on the
penultimate page of Chapter Fourteen in
his otherwise forthcoming and detailed
appendix, telling the reader they’ll just
have to figure this one out for themselves,
but for this reader at least it’s an
unexpected and welcome ray of light
amid the unremitting bleakness.
That wasn’t quite it. In September
1998, ten years after its initial conception,
a final appendix was published. ‘Dance of
the Gull Catchers’ remains a quite
stunning coda, acting as commentary on
the Ripper phenomenon and subsequent
media circus of which, with no hint of
irony on their part, Moore and Campbell
freely admit they are now a part of.
Campbell produces some truly
remarkable work here, a final
denouement that remains moving,
poignant and at times hilarious. Then,
finally, From Hell was no more.
The first of Alan Moore’s comics work
to be adapted into a film, the ‘From Hell’
movie is, by some accounts, not bad,
even if attempting to transpose Johnny
Depp or Heather Graham into the world
depicted on the pages of the strip seems

foolish. Film and other mediums have
had plenty of opportunity to ‘say
something’ about the Whitechapel
Murders over the years, and unlike any
adaptation, the comic was created with
no agenda other than to be itself. Rightly
lauded, the comic remains, if anything,
underrated; the scale of its achievement
only becoming apparent when the
complete work was finally published
(initially by Campbell himself in
December 1999, before a UK edition
from Knockabout in 2000) as a single
volume. The publication of the ‘From
Hell Companion’ in 2013 containing
extracts from Moore's scripts and
Campbell's own commentary, remains an
invaluable read for anyone with an
interest in the work, giving a unique
insight into the creative process. The
publication in 2018 of ‘From Hell: Master
Edition’, a ten part series with full
colourisation by Campbell also piqued
much interest, Campbell speaking of the
joy of revisiting the original pages and
colouring the work from scratch, rising
to the many challenges.
However you decide to immerse
yourself in this groundbreaking work,
just don’t expect to find any answers. As
unpalatable as the fact is, the
Whitechapel murders will probably
forever remain unresolved, perhaps most
succinctly summed up in the collected
edition’s dedication; affording five
women a heartfelt respect that was never
forthcoming in their own short lifetimes:
‘…to Polly Nichols, Anne Chapman,
Liz Stride, Kate Eddows and Marie
Jeanette Kelly. You and your demise: of
these things alone are we certain.
Goodnight, ladies.’
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
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BATMAN
THE MOVIE
Most 1989 news articles about the Batman movie were headlined with a painful “BIFF!
BAM! POW!” in an attempt to be ironic. This new Batman, directed by 29 year-old
Tim Burton, was clearly setting itself up to be the antithesis of the Adam Weststarring TV phenomenon of twenty years prior. The non comics-reading public,
however, had no idea of anything after the show went off the airwaves in 1969.

T

he Batman comics had been
pretty dark in the recent years
leading up to the summer
blockbuster: Frank Miller’s 1986 tour de
force The Dark Knight Returns presented a
mature readers Batman comic that took
place in a dystopic future, but it was 1988
where Batman really took a darker, more
serious, and psychological turn in the
regular comics. That one year saw Miller
and David Mazzuchelli’s noir reinvention of
the Dark Knight’s origin in Batman: Year
One; Alan Moore presented a frightening
new vision of The Joker in Batman: The
Killing Joke; and the second Robin, Jason
Todd, was killed by The Joker by year’s
end--his fate voted upon by the readers.

would exceed expectations and shatter any
fears to become a juggernaut blockbuster.
The origins started, of all places, in a fleabag
hotel in 1960’s New York City.

But a serious superhero movie? The last
truly successful film in the genre were the
first two Superman films, in 1978 and 1980,
a series that fizzled out with Superman IV:
The Quest for Peace only two years prior.
Working against expectations, Burton cast
Michael Keaton, star of his hit movie
Beetlejuice, as Bruce Wayne/Batman,
sparking a letter-writing campaign to the
studio from angry fans.

“He went “Mike, Bobby! Come on in!”

Keaton, after all, was mostly known as a
comedian, and his involvement triggered
fears of another Westian take.
Both Keaton, and Batman the movie,

Michael Uslan was a 13 year-old comic
book fan heading to “the world’s first comic
book convention ever” with his friend,
Bobby Klein, at the Broadway Center hotel
on the Bowery..
“Bobby and I were walking through this
wonderful lobby in Broadway Central, and
there was a sketchy bar off to the side. We
looked in and there was [comic book
writer] Otto Binder sitting at a bar with this
other guy.
“We go “Otto!”
“We go in and he has us sit at the bar
between us and this other guy. He goes
“Boys, how’d you like to meet the creator
of Batman? Meet Bill Finger.”
“That was the first time I got to meet Bill
Finger.
“He was a super nice guy. He didn’t have
any need to be friendly to two thirteen
year-old boys who looked at him as if he
were God. The more I learned about his
contributions to the Batman mythos, the
more and more impressed I became.”
Uslan, who was not a fan of the West TV

show, grew to teach the first accredited
college course in comics while a student at
Indiana University in Bloomington. It put
him on the radar of Sol Harrison, Vice
President of DC Comics, who offered him a
job at DC.
Uslan eventually graduated law school
and began work as an entertainment lawyer
with United Artists, but he still never lost
sight of his goal: to produce a dark and
serious Batman film.
“By around 1979, when I got the
credentials, I went to [Sol] about getting
Batman,” Uslan recalled. “That began a six
month negotiation that culminated
October 3, 1979, when my new partner
Benjamin Melniker and I formed Batfilm
and got the rights. I thought it was great,
because everyone in Hollywood would
understand the sequels, the animation,
toys, the games. I was turned down by
every single studio in Hollywood. Turned
down is a gentle way of putting it: I was
rejected and told it was the worst idea
they’d heard; I was repeatedly told I was
crazy.
“I tell you something, because they
owned DC Comics, Warner Brothers had
right of first refusal and they wouldn’t even
let me come in and pitch. I still have the
telex from the vice president of Warner
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Brothers, where I’d said we had just
acquired the rights to Batman and wanted
to pitch a dark and serious Batman film. It
said on the Telex ‘We’re not even interested
in listening to you. Go away.’
“I couldn’t believe it. We had a sixmonth option and my clock was ticking,
and either I sold it in that six month period
and got people to step up to the plate and
put money up for it, or my dreams were
gone. Crushed.”
After rejecting offers to go back to the
1960s model, Benjamin Melniker, an
industry veteran and Michael’s partner and
mentor, suggested Casa Blanca Records.
The disco label was setting themselves up
to produce films. Peter Guber at Casa
Blanca was sold and Batman flitted through
a few studios before Jon Peters at Warner
Brothers came on board.
The attachment of Tim Burton, the
young director who had helmed surprise
hit Pee-wee’s Big Adventure and the Goth
pop culture masterpiece Beetlejuice, was
the final piece of the puzzle. It was Burton
who suggested Michael Keaton, who gave a
dramatic turn in 1988’s drama Clean and
Sober, playing a recovering alcoholic.
“I’d considered some very good squarejawed actors, but I couldn’t see them
putting on a Batsuit,” he told The New York
Times in 1989. “You look at Michael and
you see all sorts of things going on inside.”
Fifteen years later, he elaborated to
Yahoo! Entertainment.
"It got a lot of criticism for being too
dark, and there was a lot of criticism for
casting Michael Keaton. They thought it
was going to be a comedy or whatever, but
it felt very special. We met these big tough
guys, but what it came down was that, you
look at someone like Michael and you
think, ‘Here’s a guy you can see dressing up
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...its surrealistic visual
style, which creates a
disturbing portrait
of a decaying society
without structure or
purpose.

like a bat.’ He’s got the eyes and the kind of
crazy quality and the kind of internal life,
but he’s not Arnold Schwarzenegger.”
Where Richard Donner’s 1978
Superman is credited as the first superhero
film with a dose of realism, Burton’s
Batman takes place in a heavily
industrialized Gotham City by way of
German Expressionism. The worn
skyscrapers and city caverns were designed
by Anton Furst, who also re-envisioned the
Batmobile as low-riding and sleek. His
Gotham was covered in grim and worn
down by the elements--especially crime.
Once a thriving city of the future, the
present-day Gotham of the Batman movie
was a corrupted shell of its former glory; it
may not have looked like any buildings that
existed in real life, but the weathering and
age grounded it in its own reality.
This vision required a 95 acre backlot at
Pinewood Studios in England, composited
with matte paintings to bring the
expressionistic metropolis to life.
Costume designer Bob Ringwood,
however, brought further realism in
encasing Batman in a latex rubber suit of
armor, complete with sculpted muscles. It
allowed the 5’9” Keaton, along with

creative camera work, to appear more
imposing. This departure from spandex set
the stage for the cinematic superhero
movie costume.
Jack Nicholson brings a dark and manic
take on The Joker, revealed as gangster Jack
Napier after he falls in a vat of acid in a heist
gone bad. He moves throughout the film
gleefully, feeling more like Burton’s focal
point than Batman himself.
But Keaton delivers an iconic and
understated performance. His Bruce
Wayne is not so much the suave playboy as
a recluse out-of-touch with the outside
world; his Batman is cerebral and intense.
Keaton’s eyes convey the danger lurking
within his Dark Knight. He’s taut and
seemingly ready to snap.
And his voice: his calm, soft and gravelly
voice revealed itself in his debut scene,
where he holds a thug by the shirt,
answering the frantic “Who are you!?”
“I’m Batman,” he growls before tossing
the man to the hard roof and calmly
dropping off the side of the building.
For Keaton, he performed under an
erratic sleep schedule, even running at
night in London to wear himself out
enough for sleep, all while dealing with
being away from his young son.
Then, there was the pressure on a young
director and his unlikely star to produce a
major box office tentpole.
“It was an extremely difficult
undertaking and Tim is a shy guy,
especially back then, and there was so
much pressure,” Keaton told L.A. Times’s
Heat Vision in 2011. “We were in England
for a long time shooting at Pinewood and it
was long, difficult nights in that dank, dark,
cold place, and we never knew if it was
really working. There was no guarantee
that any of this was going to play correctly

when it was all said and done. There had
never been a movie like it before. There
was a lot of risk, too, with Jack looking the
way he did and me stepping out in this new
way. The pressure was on everybody. You
could feel it."
Batman’s love interest Vicki Vale, played
by Kim Basinger, moves through the film as
a mostly damsel-in-distress, lusted after by
Joker and constantly saved by the Batman.
Basinger was actually a recast: Sean Young
was originally cast, but had to step down
after a horse riding accident.
Accompanied by Danny Elfman’s, well,
gothic and powerful score, Batman was a
production tour de force. It was not a loyal
adaptation of the modern comics,
however: the script by Sam Hamm and
revised by Warren Skaaren has Bruce
Wayne’s parents killed by a young Jack
Napier (and told in flashback); Batman
takes no issue with blowing up a factory full
of Joker’s henchmen, and there are guns on
the Batmobile and Batwing.
Batman was not meant to adapt the
comics: instead, Burton tapped into the
German Expressionist inspirations of the
best 1940s comics by writer Bill Finger and
artist Jerry Robinson, and reintroduced
elements of influence into the modern
DNA of the character.
It was not just a box office hit, but a
cultural phenomenon.
Batman grossed $40,489,746 in its
opening weekend along, culminating in a
worldwide box office of $411,348,924--all
off a budget of $35,000,000.
The concept soundtrack album by rock
legend Prince was #1 on the Billboard
charts for six weeks, and was certified
Platinum x2 by late August. The singles
“Bat Dance” and “Party Man” found their
way on the airwaves.

Batman toys were everywhere as,
especially, bat symbol t-shirts.
Ron Pennington of The Hollywood
Reporter noted the strength in “its
surrealistic visual style, which creates a
disturbing portrait of a decaying society
without structure or purpose,” and also
applauds the performances by Keaton and
Basinger, with a huge nod to Nicholson’s
Joker.
Vincent Canby of The New York Times
points out (after praising the grandeur of
the sets and production) as something that
has “the personality not of a particular
movie but of a product, of something
arrived at by corporate decision.”
Roger Ebert also commended the
production, and even felt Burton’s vision
was on par with Fritz Lang’s Metropolis
and Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner but, as a
film, he felt no one “[had] fun making it,
and it’s hard to have much fun watching it.
It’s a depressing experience.”
Batman spawned a sequel in 1992’s
Batman Returns, co-starring Michel
Pfeiffer and Danny Devito as Catwoman
and The Penguin. Burton was attached and
started with the third film, 1995’s Batman
Forever, but left due to a studio push to
lighten the franchise to make it more
marketable to kids. Keaton left in 1994,
rather close to the release date.

that thing that they wanted. I didn't know
how to do it, literally, and in the end I
couldn't. I would have been horrible."
Batman failed to inspire a ‘90s spate of
superhero cinema, cemented by the lastminute plug-pulling on Superman Lives, a
reboot featuring Nicholas Cage and
(ironically) directed by Burton. However,
Batman established The Dark Knight as a
vibrant media figure and also created an
iconic and unprecedented depiction of
Batman that continues to inform every
subsequent cinematic version.
AUTHOR:
CHRISTOPHER IRVING
SOURCES FOR YOUR REFERENCE
https://www.nytimes.com/1989/04/09/m
agazine/tim-burton-batman-and-thejoker.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/ti
m-burton-on-batman-edwardscissorhands-and-105875262422.html
https://screencrush.com/tim-burtonthird-batman-warner-bros/

“I really believed that Batman had the
potential to be one of the coolest guys in
cinema,” he said. “I wanted to go back and
remind people of where this character
came from. I wanted to go darker with him
but the people involved in the decisions
weren't going to go for that. By that time, it
was a huge, rolling machine and it was
going to go on either with or without me.
As I heard what they wanted I knew,
honestly, that I just didn't know how to do
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n Comics were the new Rock and Roll, circa 1990,
outside Dublin Forbidden Planet – from left to
right, Grant Morrison, Brendan McCarthy,
Rian Hughes, Peter Hogan and Charles Shaar Murray).

GRANT

MORRISON

From enfant terrible to superstar – from Doom Patrol to Arkham Asylum
– Grant Morrison’s 1989.

B

efore becoming the mainstream
writer of some of the smartest
comics around, Grant Morrison
was the enfant terrible of British comics;
resplendent in white denim and looking
and acting more like a rock star than a
comics writer. But as of 1988, Morrison was
yet to live up to their own hype, a late-20something Scottish writer who’d only just
started making waves in Britain with
Zenith and was a few issues into their first
DC series, Animal Man.
Fast forward to the end of 1989 and
Morrison was the superstar they’d always
wanted to be, always acted like they were.
This is the story of that year in four new
comics.
LOVE CAME CRAWLING
FROM THE WRECKAGE - DOOM PATROL
(Doom Patrol issues 19-63, 1989-1993.
Written by Grant Morrison, art by Richard
Case, published by DC Comics.)
Morrison’s first new series of 1989 is one
of my favourites of anything they’ve done.
What Morrison began here became a
monumental saga of weird heroes and
strange adventures that was, at its heart,
something of a wonderful love story.
Since their creation in 1963 by Bob
Haney, Arnold Drake, and Bruno Premiani,
the ‘World’s Weirdest Superteam’ had gone
from strange and wonderful to uninspired
and bland thanks to a series of writers who
just didn’t get them. And then along came
Morrison to put all the weird back.
Of course, they didn’t do it alone.

Throughout Morrison’s run there are many
wonderful guest artists, but it’s series
regular Richard Case who should get all the
acclaim. He deals with everything
Morrison throws at him, he does terrifying,
surreal, spectacular, moody, joyous, bizarre
and anything else called for.

The Cult Of The Unwritten Book, Flex
Mentallo, The Men From N.O.W.H.E.R.E.,
and, finally, the Candlemaker. Oh, and then
there’s Danny The Street, a genderqueer
sentient street capable of travelling
anywhere in the world, picking up all
manner of outsiders.

Morrison’s Doom Patrol hit the ground
running, instantly redefining the team as
completely broken individuals within the
first few issues of the first arc, ‘Crawling
From The Wreckage.’ Professor Niles
Caulder is far too wrapped up in his
intellect to be anything other than a
controlling bastard, Cliff Steele
(Robotman) does what anyone would if
they were just a brain in a robot body and
goes mad, and Larry Trainor (Negative
Man) is slowly transforming into
something radically other. And after
reintroducing us to ‘The World’s Strangest
Heroes’ Morrison goes one better and
introduces us to Crazy Jane. They’d based
her on the life of Trudi Chase, a sufferer of
multiple personality syndrome, but went
more extreme and gave each of Jane’s
personalities a different superpower, with
her original personality buried deep due to
the trauma of sexual abuse in childhood.

But for me, Morrison’s Doom Patrol
isn’t a tale of weird superheroes and strange
adventures – although that part of it is
thoroughly enjoyable – it’s all about Crazy
Jane and Cliff. Over the course of the story,
as Cliff helps Jane slowly integrate her
various personalities, a relationship slowly
and tortuously develops from trust, to
friendship, to possibly something deeper,
until seemingly coming to naught when
Cliff rejects Jane’s advances thinking he’s
incapable of finding love.

This ragtag team of shattered
personalities is then thrust into any strange
situation Morrison could think of. The
Scissormen, talking in Burroughs-like cutup text; Red Jack, who claimed to be both
Jack the Ripper and God; The Brotherhood
of Dada, super-villains intent on freeing the
world through the medium of absurdity;

With this rejection, Jane moves on,
confronting her past traumas, accepting
and integrating her personalities. When she
returns to the Doom Patrol, whole but
powerless, it’s in the midst of the climactic
fight with the reality destroying
Candlemaker. Trapped and facing death,
Jane finally admits her feelings to Cliff:
‘Don’t you know there are people who love
you? Stop feeling sorry for yourself! …’ She
never finishes the sentence, as the
Candlemaker sends Jane to her own
version of hell.
With all seemingly lost, Morrison ends
their Doom Patrol run with issue #63,
‘Empire of Chairs.’ It’s powerful, it’s
beautiful, it’s wonderful, and it’s the perfect
end to Morrison’s tale of Crazy Jane. After
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being ‘cured’ of her thoughts of Doom
Patrols and Robot men through
psychological invasion and electroshock
therapy, a barely functioning ‘normalised’
Jane stumbles through her new life, aware
that something is very wrong, but unable to
identify the source of this mental itch.
Watching her drift through ‘normal life’ as a
casualty is devastating – this isn’t the way
she was meant to be, this wasn’t the ending
she deserved.
But finally, gloriously, she rejects the
world, writes a last goodbye note that
simply says: ‘It’s not real,’ and leaves. We
cut to Jane standing on a bridge where she’s
finally reunited with Cliff, reaching across
worlds from Danny The Street, gently
telling her, ‘Didn’t I promise, We’re going
home now. Come in out of the rain,’ a
perfect call-back to some of the first words
he’d said to her.
Morrison ends the issue, ends the run
with, ‘There is another world. There is a
better world. Well … there must be.’ And I
ended the series in tears. But through the
tears there was a smile. It’s a glorious,
emotional and heartfelt ending to a quite
wonderful comics experience. I can’t
recommend it enough.
A LOT OF FUSS OVER NOT THAT MUCH
– THE NEW ADVENTURES OF HITLER
(Written by Grant Morrison, art by Steve
Yeowell. Published by Cut Magazine, 1989,
and Crisis #46-49, 1990.)
After beginning the year with the
weirdness of the Doom Patrol, Morrison
re-partnered with their Zenith artist, Steve
Yeowell, for something weird and
controversial with The New Adventures of
Hitler.
Based on the unlikely notion of Adolf
Hitler lodging with his half-brother and
sister-in-law in Liverpool from 1912 to 1914
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– something almost everyone agrees was
made up by Hitler’s sister-in-law –
Morrison plays it as a bitter, dark comedy
and a satirical attack on British attitudes.

with John Bull’s line, ‘This bloody country’s
gone to the dogs since Victoria died. That’s
what this country needs: a mad vicious
bitch in the driving seat.’

Running in Scottish arts magazine Cut
from June 1989, the very idea of New
Adventures of Hitler wound up fellow Cut
columnist and Scottish pop star Pat Kane
so much that he wrote a rambling and
pretentious attack piece on the comic and
Morrison for the June issue of Cut,
‘Disquiet on the Comics Front.’ Having
thrown his toys out of the proverbial pram,
Kane resigned.

In the end, Cut folded in September ’89
and New Adventures of Hitler was
published in full in Fleetway’s Crisis in 1990
to a resounding lack of controversy and
general responses of, ‘oh, that was it?’
Which is pretty much right. It’s Morrison
the confrontational agent provocateur,
winding people up for the sake of it,
throwing heavy-handed political messages
into the work to make it seem more
important than it was.

Obviously, anyone who read the comic
(apart from Kane and a few journos) saw it
for what it was, a satire (and not a subtle
one) utilizing Hitler as the image of evil to
pointedly attack Britain’s image of itself as
great white savior, unsullied, triumphant,
and all the rest. Hitler’s a source of comedy
here, a little man out of his depth, searching
for the Holy Grail in Liverpool, imagining
John Lennon singing Working Class Hero
and Morrissey belting out tunes from a
wardrobe in Hitler’s bedroom. A grotesque
John Bull, complete with incontinent
bulldog, served to make Morrison’s point,
that this little holiday and Britain’s past
misdeeds planted the seeds of Hitler’s quest
for power…
‘So you want to be a tyrant, eh? You want
to be a dictator? Well then, you've come to
the right place, my lad.'
'Believe me, there's not much you can
tell the English about tyrannising. We've
got the Empire to prove it.'
JOHN BULL TO HITLER
– The New Adventures of Hitler
Not content with that, Morrison also had
John Bull bring Margaret Thatcher into it,
with Morrison’s obvious hatred of what she
was doing to the country coming through

And of course, the response was a
complete over-reaction from all. After all,
it’s not like Morrison was writing a comic
about assassinating Margaret Thatcher, was
it?
Oh, right… that would be next then…
'DEATH TO MAGGIE BOOK SPARKS TORY
UPROAR' – ST SWITHIN’S DAY
(Written by Grant Morrison, art by Paul
Grist. Published in Trident Comics #1-4,
1989, St Swithin’s Day Trident edition,
1990, St Swithin’s Day Oni Press edition,
1998)
St Swithin’s Day not only showed that
Morrison was only getting started with
controversy but also that they were capable
of far more, giving us a comic that was
simultaneously shocking and sentimental.
St Swithin’s Day ranks alongside Doom
Patrol in my favourite things by Grant
Morrison, ably abetted by the ever
wonderful Paul Grist.
As you can imagine, any book featuring a
self-proclaimed ‘Neurotic Boy Outsider’
(sharpied across his forehead) who decides
the only way to turn around everything bad
in his world is to assassinate Mrs Thatcher

n The New Adventures of Hitler
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was jumped on by both the press and
parliament once they eventually got wind
of it. Tory MP Teddy Taylor condemned
the book in the House of Parliament - ‘I am
astonished and appalled. This is in the
worst possible taste—utterly despicable,’
and The Sun newspaper picked that up,
running the headline 'Death to Maggie
Book Sparks Tory Uproar' on its 19 March
1990 edition, with the article screaming its
rage to anyone who’d read it… ‘A comic
book about a crazed teenager who tries to
assassinate Margaret Thatcher was branded
as ‘despicable,’ and so on. Magnificently,
publishers Trident took the controversy
and used it for both ad campaigns and a Tshirt.
The basic story is simple, a young kid is
wallowing in the miserable life he’s having,
taking a trip down to London with the
intent to assassinate Margaret Thatcher.
And whilst he waits for the moment he
wanders, emoting angst-ridden thoughts of
who he is and what he’s got to look forward
to in this world. Much of the dialogue, the
internal monologue of the unnamed lad
comes, according to Morrison, from the
author’s own teenage diaries, which does
explain a hell of a lot. But, although there’s
bits in here veering towards teen poetry,
there’s also both grand beauty and terrible
desperation.
One moment of pure, divine beauty that
always stays with me is the perfect melding
of Morrison’s words and ideas and Grist’s
delightfully spare and simple, yet incredibly
well executed artwork, in the scene where
the lad tells of his love for the La’s song,
There She Goes. ‘Sometimes I can just shut
my eyes and HEAR it. Guitars like Church
Bells. And then the drums start. And the
singing comes in and I want to cry.’ Seeing
him dance is a sublime moment, form and
words and mood coalescing in one perfect
page.

'It just seemed to me that
[Arkham Asylum] was the
most perfect construction.
And then when no one
noticed it, and people said,
‘This is rubbish. I read it in
five minutes,’ I was
shattered.'
GRANT MORRISON
on Arkham Asylum.

What makes St Swithin’s Day so perfect,
even now, is that it’s not trying too hard,
unlike both New Adventures of Hitler and
Arkham Asylum. It just exists, allowing
Morrison to bring us their obvious hatred
of Thatcher but without the invective.
Here, it’s something that seeps through
every rain-sodden page, Thatcher
symbolizing the grim reality of the times,
someone Morrison the teen and then
Morrison the writer could use as the reason
behind all the sadness and pain in this
young lad’s world.
And as for the ending, that glorious
moment when the boy stands in front of
Thatcher, hand outstretched, gun absent,
before quietly mouthing the single word
‘Bang’ – it’s perfectly ambiguous, made
even more so with the final page. Was it
merely the daydreaming moments of
someone getting a moment of pleasure
from a train of thought? Was it more? It
doesn’t matter; St Swithin’s Day is that
perfect short work of grand emotion and
quiet, introverted moments.
Which brings us to the book that would
catapult Morrison to stardom, something

as far from quiet, introverted moments as
you could get…
A WAY TOO SERIOUS HOUSE
ON SERIOUS EARTH – ARKHAM ASYLUM
(Arkham Asylum: A Serious House On
Serious Earth - Written by Grant Morrison,
Art by Dave McKean, Letters by Gaspar
Saladino. Published by DC Comics.
The most hyped graphic novel of the
decade, Arkham Asylum saw Morrison and
Dave McKean dive deep into the Asylum
and into Batman's psyche. It was a huge
gamble getting two virtual unknowns to
deliver a hardcover Batman book heralded
as the natural successor to both Miller’s
Dark Knight Returns and Moore &
Bolland’s The Killing Joke – plus there was
the multi-million Dollar Tim Burton
directed Batman movie of 1989 to consider.
But the gamble more than paid off – selling
close to 200,000 copies in hardcover and
over half a million copies to date. However,
as the years go on, Arkham Asylum can
increasingly be seen as something of a real
missed opportunity, not least because
writer and artist were working to two
separate visions.
Essentially, Arkham Asylum is Morrison
and McKean taking us on a tour of
Batman’s enemies and into Batman’s head.
In terms of actual plot, it’s very simple – the
lunatics really have taken over the asylum
here and chief-loon Joker wants Batman to
come in and play. So, Batman enters
Arkham, confronts his rogue’s gallery, and
runs around until he finds the madness at
the centre of Arkham. Meanwhile, there’s a
parallel tale of Amadeus Arkham, the
asylum’s founder, showing us how the
madness infiltrated the building in the first
place.
Batman is almost a spectator here,
having little or no influence on the outcome
of the story. At its deepest, it does away
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with any concept of Batman as reality; it’s
all about the symbolism of the asylum,
about insanity itself. And that symbolism at
the heart of the tale is both Arkham
Asylum’s most ambitious aspect and its
major failing. All the complexity and the
multi-layered nature comes in the
symbolism that Morrison had interwoven
into the script (something you can see in
full, along with Morrison’s comments, in
the Anniversary editions,) shoe-horning in
so many different ideologies and theories.
There was Jung, physicist David Bohm,
Crowley, Carroll, and so many more... not
to mention the ever-present questioning of
Batman’s sexuality, leading to that moment
of Joker goosing old Bats. (Warner Bros did
draw the line with Joker dressing as
Madonna at one point.)
It’s undeniably a stunning book, with
Dave McKean’s art giving you page after
page of exquisite imagery, working in
mixed media of paint, photography,
sculpture, and more, plus Gaspar Saladino’s
lettering is so striking and expressionistic.
But, as Morrison frequently points out,
McKean wasn’t the ideal artist to take
Morrison’s script and painstakingly drawn
layouts and adapt it literally. Morrison’s
idea of symbolism bleeding from the words
and pages was obviously going to clash
with McKean’s own interpretative riffing.
(It's no surprise that Morrison's initial 64pages became 128 once McKean drew it.)
Which of course begs the question, why
Morrison didn't consider reworking the
script to McKean's strengths, ensuring their
message would come through?
In the end, Morrison admitted as much
in a Comics Journal interview (#176, 1995)
… 'I was doing stuff that was so symbolic,
and then Dave was doing his own stuff that
was symbolic, we eventually had two
symbol systems merrily fighting each other,
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'Basically what I expected
was what actually came to
pass, in that it boosted my
name from being some
vaguely interesting
character from Scotland
who wrote Animal Man, to
being up among the major
leagues, with the highest
selling graphic novel. More
people knew who I was.
But unfortunately more
people knew me as some
pretentious oaf.'
GRANT MORRISON
on Arkham Asylum.
with the reader trying to make sense of it
all.'
The most obvious example of this is also
one of the most striking moments in
Arkham Asylum, that image of Batman
stabbing a shard of glass through his hand.
Again, Morrison’s script annotations show
us just why it doesn’t make sense, pointing
out that it was 'intended to show Batman
pricking his palm with glass to shock
himself out of Joker-induced trauma. In
Dave’s hands the scene wound up as an
unforgettable, apocalyptic bloodletting
which would surely have rendered
Batman’s hand entirely useless for the rest
of the book, and possibly the remainder of
his useless life.'

When the much-anticipated book came
out, although it sold incredibly well, there
were many readers and critics left
bemused, nonplussed, even angry by the
complexity and symbolism heaped upon
them, something Morrison was later to
address this in the script commentary,
'Much of this subtextual material was lost
on the casual reader but that didn't seem to
stop us from shifting mega-amounts of
copies. I do believe that people respond
emotionally to deep mythical patterns
whether or not they actually recognise or
'understand' them as such, but the fact that
our book launched at the time of the
outrageously successful Batman film by
Tim Burton probably helped more than
anything else.'
With the benefit of time, Arkham
Asylum stands as a flawed but great work
from Morrison and McKean. But take it as
something that’s best enjoyed at whatever
level you’re happy with and it’s a book that
will reward re-reading. Just accept that this
is Morrison going heavy on the symbolism,
squeeze every possible meaning you want
to from it and enjoy the stunning imagery
that Dave McKean provides.
But one thing’s for sure, with the
publication of Arkham Asylum, at the end
of 1989, Morrison had most certainly made
it. Suddenly Suddenly they were the
superstar writer they'd always wanted to be
and comics would always know Grant
Morrison’s name.
AUTHOR:
RICHARD BRUTON

n Arkham Asylum
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IN YOUR DREAMS - NEIL GAIMAN’S

SANDMAN
Freddy Krueger wasn’t the only one invading dreams back in the 1980’s.
Peter Gouldson looks back to the first tentative steps inside the lyrical
fantasy world of The Sandman.

W

ith a cover date of January
1989, a saga that would go
on to become a
masterpiece launches with an almost
listless cat-nap, a quick forty winks
before the golden slumbers to come.
An avid reader from an early age,
writer Neil Gaiman first became aware
of the possibilities in comics as a 13 year
old after coming across a copy of ‘Metal
Hurlant' on a trip to France. Initially
pursuing a career in journalism, he’d
continually test the waters with other
more personal, creative writing
endeavours, and with work that
involved book reviews and interviews,
Gaiman was able to establish
connections. After producing articles
for the British Fantasy Society, that
same outlet would print his first short
piece of published fiction, ‘Feather
Quest’, in the May 1984 edition of
‘Imagine’ Magazine. Never one to keep
all his eggs in one basket, Gaiman’s
output that very same year would even
include a biography of top-pop
teenyboppers Duran Duran.
It was comics however that were
looming ever larger on Gaiman’s
horizon. A chance encounter with Alan
Moore’s ‘Swamp Thing’ made a huge
impact, the writing on what was
deemed just another b-list monster title
seeming revolutionary, gifting comic
books with a new gravitas. Reading the
prose and Moore’s take on the
character, something seemed to ignite
inside Gaiman, overnight turning him

into something of a comic book
connoisseur, soaking up as many
comics as he could lay his hands on. An
ensuing friendship with Moore himself
would prove solid enough for Gaiman
to later take over the writing on Moore’s
Miracleman (formerly Marvelman),
after his own comics work began to
evolve on a handful of short Future
Shock storylines published in 2000AD
from 1986. The following year saw
Escape Books publish Gaiman’s
‘Violent Cases’, a graphic novel dealing
with disturbed childhood memories,
distinguishable by the strong work of
friend and artist Dave McKean. Aged
just 22 and fresh out of art school (and
already not one for following
convention) McKean would quickly go
on to play a huge part in the next steps
of Gaiman’s own comics career.
A few years earlier, full of youthful
exuberance after his early conversion to
comics, Gaiman had pitched a short
Swamp Thing storyline to editor Karen
Berger at DC Comics. Despite the
polite hounding that followed at
intervals, his ideas would not be taken
up. Alan Moore’s success had however
hit home with the DC hierarchy, keen
to mine the talent of a country that
seemed to provide a somewhat more
edgier sensibility than most of their
North American contemporaries. On a
scouting mission to Britain in 1987
alongside DC president Jennette Kahn
and executive editor Dick Giordano,
Berger found herself face to face with ‘…
the same persistent but polite British

guy who’d been bugging me’, with
Gaiman using the opportunity to
directly pitch ideas for John
Constantine, Sandman and other DC
characters.
Intrigued, Berger knew she wanted to
work with someone who was ‘obviously
a good ideas man’, yet with Constantine
already being developed by fellow Brit
writer Jamie Delano, and the character
of the Sandman being utilised in the
Justice Society of America, the options
seemed limited. It was decided that only
‘Black Orchid’, rock-bottom of
Gaiman’s own list, was suitable for
development at the time. A three-issue
DC limited series duly followed
(running from December 1988 through
to February 1989, before a later now
almost obligatory trade paperback) yet
despite the evocative McKean covers
and interior art, Berger didn’t believe
the series had set the world alight.
Gaiman’s writing did show enough
promise however for a change of plans
and to take forward his pitch for
another character further up his own
original list of preferences.
The original DC Sandman, created by
writer Gardner Fox and artist Bert
Christman, first appeared in ‘New York
World’s Fair Comics’ #1 (April 1939).
Wesley Dodds was a skilled detective
and street fighter, resplendent in smart
suit and fedora whose handy gun would
emit a potent sleeping gas to enable the
easy capture of criminals. If sounding
somewhat hokey and lame in these
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more cynical times, the character was at
least visually striking, offset by his own
World War One gas mask (presumably
for protection when the wind blew the
wrong way) and was enough of a success
to become a founding member of the
hugely successful Justice Society of
America.
The idea for a brand new Sandman
series would however come with the
proviso of a completely new central
character. This would turn out to be
Dream, also known as Morpheus, the
Lord of Dreams, who, along with his kin
the Endless, opened up limitless
possibilities of both enchanting
landscapes and nightmarish vistas. The
artists that embarked on depicting this
fantasy world were themselves all
relatively new to comics; McKean
himself was earmarked for the painted
covers after hugely successful work on
the Hellblazer series, successfully talking
Berger around into not having Sandman
himself appear on all the covers, a huge
deal back in 1989 (before the year was
out McKean’s stock would rise even
further following his work on the Batman
graphic novel ‘Arkham Asylum’). Interior
artists Sam Kieth and Mike Dringenburg
get to grips with the wandering narrative
early on, conveying the eeriness and
moments of almost comedic horror with
ease. Dringenburg in particular would
soon hit a real high with the ‘Goth’ visual
for the character of Dream’s own sister,
Death. By this time the lyrical complexity
of the storyline was really taking off after
what, by comparison, was a low-key,
almost unobtrusive, beginning.
England 1916, and Dr. John Hathaway
arrives at the malevolently looking folly
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Wych Cross, the grand home of Roderick
Burgess, the magus of a secret coven.
Hathaway hands over hefty tome ‘the
Magdalene Grimoire’, the final piece of
the puzzle Burgess needs for an occult
ceremony to ‘summon up Death itself,
and make it mine to command’. Failing,
the coven instead summons up…
something, what exactly they’re not
entirely sure. The strange cloaked figure,
trapped within the circle and a crystal
cell, is unable to break free unless the
circle itself is broken. It will take Burgess’
own son Alex ten years to deduce that,
just maybe, the person trapped down in
the basement is the mystical King of
Dreams.
Their prisoner remains silent, patient
through the years, taunting them with his
refusal to engage, silently observing as his
captors grow older, bitter, more decrepit,
more desperate (‘You aren’t Death, but
you live forever! You haven’t aged a day
since we caught you! You could have
given me power beyond my wildest
dreams!’). Burgess himself dies, before it
becomes the turn of his son Alex to
slowly grow old before his captive’s very
eyes…1972 (Why won’t you talk to
me?!)…1978 (I haven’t had a decent
nights sleep in years! Is that your fault?)…
1982 (I…I could torture you) never,
responding, never engaging, not eating
nor sleeping for over forty years. All Alex
can truly say he knows of him is that he’s
a ‘being of unknowable power’ and that
it’s safer to just leave him down there
(‘I’ll be dead long before he ever gets
out…It’ll be someone else’s problem’).
Not so. Unbeknown to Alex the
moment has come. Feigning death, the
prisoner lures a group of foolish guards

to finally break the circle opening the
door for his release. Finally free and back
in his Dreamworld (“It feels so good to
be back. I left a monarch, yet I return
naked, alone, and hungry”). After
sedating his hunger by invading a dream
and stealing a KFC, Dream turns up in a
horrified Alex’s own nightmare, declaring
himself ‘Lord of this realm’. Asking why
he had been held captive in the ‘foolish
circle’ for so long, a terrified Alex has to
explain that it was his fathers intention
instead to capture Death, in order to
escape from his own mortality and live
forever. (‘What? Instead, you snared
Deaths young brother! You’ll never know
how lucky you were’). Alex’s desperate
pleas for forgiveness fall on deaf ears
(‘Sshhh, enough! There are offences that
are unpardonable’) and, unable to help
the Lord of Dreams with regaining some
lost property - a pouch, a helm, a ruby Alex is ‘rewarded’ for his generous
extended hospitality with ‘eternal
waking’ - doomed to live out an existence
where he can only awake from one
horrifying nightmare right into another.
For Berger, the series really takes off
with Issue #8 (‘The Sound of Her Wings’)
and the arrival of the character of Death,
yet it’s a harsh reading that finds little of
worth in any of the preceding chapters. If
Sandman’s seductive blend of modern
and ancient mythology does take root
slowly, it forms part of the books
seductive charm, slowly enveloping the
reader in its mystical realms and fantasy.
As first chapters go, ‘Sleep of the Just’
sets the scene perfectly, opening up only
the first of what will be many intriguing
cupboard doors to peer behind.
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...the stories he
(Gaiman) tells are
timeless, resonant
and universal,
gaining a maturity
and richness of
texture that not
many could match

Berger would utilise the astounding
success of the likes of Swamp Thing and
Sandman to form the core and
inspiration for DC’s ‘Vertigo’ imprint, a
‘separate line of comics providing a place
for the provocative and personal visions
of comics best talents.’ Really, there is no
better summation of Sandman’s own
standing and legacy. Comics since their
very inception have thrown up endless
classic storylines and iconic art from a
variety of creators, the names of whom
will forever remain legendary for
fandom, yet only a select few manage to
‘break through’ to touch the wider world.
If the likes of ‘Maus', or ‘Watchmen’, or
‘The Dark Knight Returns’ seem the
obvious examples, then Gaiman’s
‘Sandman’ needs to be placed alongside
them too, with the added fact that a

writer could achieve such heights so early
in a comics career making it all the more
remarkable. As Berger also succinctly
places on record, ‘…the stories he
(Gaiman) tells are timeless, resonant and
universal, gaining a maturity and richness
of texture that not many could match.’
Sandman’s broad appeal spread to many
readers with no real interest in other
comics, and Berger was quick to note the
book also had a disproportionate number
of women readers, probably the most of
any mainstream comic title. In an
industry that to this day remains
dominated by male creators, themes and
ego’s, here was something quite unique,
and a huge achievement for the form.
Garnering more plaudits and awards than
any other title, it was only a short matter
of time before talk of some kind of
adaptation took hold.

production due to the global pandemic,
finally beginning in October 2020.
Gaiman later revealed that filming had
finally wrapped in August 2021.
With a short teaser trailer released in
September 2021 and a hoped for release
in the first half of 2022, the Dream of
many may be about to finally see the light
of day.
AUTHOR:
PETER GOULDSON
All Images 2022 DC Comics Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

Of course some comic books make
relatively easy transitions into film or TV,
while others remain more difficult or
problematic to translate. For a very long
time, Sandman seemed to fall into the
later category. As early as 1991, when
first asked about the possibility of a film
adaptation, Gaiman seemed hesitant,
insisting that he’d ‘rather see no Sandman
movie than a bad Sandman movie’.
Languishing in its own nightmarish
‘development hell’ DC Entertainment
shifted its focus for a Sandman
adaptation towards television around
2010, yet it wasn’t until 2019 that a deal
was finally struck with streaming giant
Netflix. Unveiling names such as Gaiman
himself as Executive Producer, Tom
Sturridge as Dream, Gwendoline Christie
as Lucifer and Charles Dance as Roderick
Burgess, the sands of time were again
destined to move slowly, this time on
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SLÁINE
THE HORNED GOD

“Killing fifty to the left…and fifty to the right. He didn’t think it too many (In fact, it
was about average for Sláine).” Ukko in Sláine The Horned God, Volume III.

As the 1980s came to an end, readers
were treated to a visual spectacular the
likes of which the world of comics had
never experienced before.
The first episode of Sláine The Horned
God came twelve years into 2000AD’s
history appearing alongside the likes of
Dredd, Rogue Trooper and Zenith in
Prog 626 in May 1989. By the time the
saga came to an end a little over a year
later in Prog 698 in September 1990,
audiences had seen some sights they
would never be able to un-see. For many
people, images of Sláine riding into battle
on the back of the jewel-eyed Knucker,
being confronted by the great bloody
maggot, Crom-Crauch and his dramatic
transformation into full warp spasm
would remain seared into their memories
forever.
Ask anyone who has read the story
today and it will probably be Simon
Bisley’s stunning artwork that they
mention first. But in fact, it is the perfect
fusion of Bisley’s visuals and the
visionary poetic writing of Pat Mils
which has ensured Sláine The Horned
God has remained a landmark moment in
the history of comics.
WHAT HAD GONE BEFORE
“New sword and sorcery saga starts this
prog!”
Cover of 2000AD, Prog 330, August
1983. Sláine himself was, of course,
nothing new.
2000AD readers had been enjoying the

escapades of the Celtic warrior since his
debut in the Galaxy’s Greatest Comic in
Prog 330, back in August 1983. To some,
the story set in the mythical realm of Tir
Nan Og in the legendary golden age of
the Celts was an odd choice for a comic
with a futuristic name at that point
otherwise dominated by stories featuring
22nd century lawmakers, professional
robot hunters and genetically engineered
warriors. But any naysayers were proven
wrong as Sláine created by 2000AD’s
onetime founding editor, Pat Mills and
his then wife, Angela Kincaid, quickly
became one of the comic’s most popular
characters, occasionally surpassing that
of 2000AD mainstay, Judge Joe Dredd
himself.

aimless young rogue, exiled from his
tribe who readers had first met four years
before.

Both Sláine the character and Sláine
the story went through a lot in the six
years between 1983 and 1989. On the
page, the already heavily researched
character and story became ever more
rounded and developed as the story grew
ever more complex and more fully
realised. Pat Mills had always wanted
Sláine to be much more than a knock-off
of Conan the Barbarian (the film of
which had opened in the summer of
1982). Sláine was steeped in the runes
and ethos of Celtic mythology and the
story and character evolved dramatically
as it travelled through a succession of
artists including Angela Kincaid herself,
Mike McMahon and Massimo
Belardinelli. By 1987, Glenn Fabry’s
version of the character in Sláine The
King was already very different from the

Ukko in Sláine The Horned God,
Volume I.

And now, in the late 1980s, at a time
when many old 2000AD favourites were
experiencing dramatic change: Judge
Dredd was becoming the Dead Man and
Rogue Trooper was being relaunched as
Friday, Sláine too was undergoing his
greatest ever transformation in a brand
new epic, produced in full, living,
breathing technicolour.
THE COLOUR OF MAGIC
“Here in the Eternal Fortress of the Ever
Living Ones, high in the mountains of
Snowdonia, invisible to humans, except to
those of you, who have the Second Sight…”

This had not always been the plan.
Originally, Sláine the Horned God had
been scheduled to appear in black and
white. like most Sláine and indeed like
most 2000AD stories before it.
Pat Mills had first met Simon Bisley in
the second half of the 1980s. Then in his
late thirties, Mills, a founding father of
2000AD, was renowned as the co-creator
of Judge Dredd, as well as the man
behind Nemesis the Warlock and, of
course, Sláine. Mills had been impressed
by a picture Bisley had drawn of an
android holding a baby and travelled
down to Oxford to meet him. Bisley, then
in his twenties was working on a building
site. The two hit it off. Soon, both Bisley
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and another young artist, mysteriously
known only as SMS had been recruited
to provide the art for the ABC Warriors,
a robot-themed strip Mills had revived
from his early days at 2000AD.
Both artists proved successful. Bisley
began work on Sláine The Horned God,
initially working on the strip in black and
white as he had on ABC Warriors. “Then
Simon threw a wild card onto the table!”
recalls Mills in his 2021 book, Kiss My
Axe!
“He produced a double page, colour
spread of Sláine in a stunning new tartan
outfit, sporting an incredible ‘hero
harness’ consisting of a wild boar’s
horns,” he recalls. “There was no doubt:
it trumped Sláine’s existing outfit and it
showed the story’s potential for fullcolour artwork, which barely featured at
that time in 2000AD.”
The move into colour would prove
crucial to the new story’s success. More
and more colour had been creeping into
2000AD in recent years and now
technical developments made it possible
to reproduce Bisley’s beautifully
rendered painted artwork in the comic
for the first time. The success of Bisley’s
work on Sláine The Horned God would
inspire a fashion for painted artwork in
comics which would continue
throughout the next decade.
COMPLICATED BITS
‘Yurrr! I don’t like the comp … comp …
complicated bits. I only like it when he’s
killing people.’
Mor Ronne, the Dung Collector in Sláine
The Horned God, Volume III.
Sláine The Horned God was a
complicated story, unusually so for a strip
in 2000AD. It is essentially the story
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which in Mills’ own words: “involved the
four treasures held by her tribes: The
Spear of Lugh; the Cauldron of Plenty;
the Stone of Destiny, and the Sword of
Danu. Sláine would need to unite them
and become High King in order to face
the long-threatened Apocalypse, forecast
since the days of Sky Chariots. It was now
imminent, with the Fomorians and the
Skull Swords – led by the Old Horned
God, the Lord Weird Slough Feg – about
to destroy the Land of the Young.”
Amongst many other things Mills drew
upon the occult interests of his
collaborator, Tony Skinner and
deliberately established a strong feminist
element within the saga.
Although generally well-received,
some fans criticised the story for
becoming too highbrow.
Mills instinctively bridled in the face of
such criticism at the time, satirising this
viewpoint by having it expressed in the
words of Mor Ronne (gettit?), the Dung
Collector. “I don’t like the comp … comp
… complicated bits,” the character
explained. “ I only like it when he’s killing
people.”
But Mills would later come to have
some sympathy with the idea, worrying
that he may have alienated vast swathes
of the readership by going too clever for
them.
“And whilst retaining subtext, it’s
always been my intention to appeal to
this audience – the ‘downmarket’
audience of popular culture – rather than
the Lord Snooties of the Literati.” He
writes in Kiss My Axe! “Why would I
choose ‘pulp fiction’ readers over
Guardian readers?... I may well have
neglected the very audience that I am
most committed to writing for.”

Perhaps Mills worried too much. Sales
of 2000AD did actually go up as a result
of Sláine The Horned God, suggesting
that if his writing was alienating any
readers, both it and the appeal of Simon
Bisley’s art were attracting still more.
There’s also still a decent amount of solid
violence littered throughout the story.
And let’s not forget the constant supply
of humour, much of it provided by the
story’s most vital secret ingredient, the
story’s chronicler and narrator, Sláine’s
onetime sidekick and official royal
parasite, Ukko the dwarf.
DWARF STAR
“You’re such a nasty piece of work. This
is meant to be a romantic, beautiful saga
and you keep making all these snide,
horrible comments.”
Nest (to Ukko) in Sláine The Horned
God, Vol. II.
For many readers, Sláine, was really all
about Ukko.
From the very start of Sláine it was
made clear that the story’s narrative was
being related to us by Sláine’s loyal dwarf
sidekick, writing unseen as he recalled
Sláine’s greatest adventures at some
unknown point in the future.
Happily, in The Horned God, we finally
get to see the aging chronicler, Ukko in
the flesh as he scribbles away in his old
age in the Eternal Fortress of the Ever
Living Ones. We thus see Ukko twice as
both a youthful, wretched and fairly
minor presence in the main story and
again as the saga’s ageing storyteller.
As Mills relates in Kiss My Axe!:
“…Because Simon was fast, even as a
painted artist. It meant that ideas that I’d
reluctantly had to put on hold could now
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be explored. Such as Ukko relating the
saga in the Eternal Fortress where his
work would be scrutinised and edited by
a rather prissy Nest. Great fun to do, but
it eats up the pages.”

Mills. And as is common with many
artists, throughout the saga, Sláine’s facial
features frequently bear a close
resemblance to those of a certain Simon
Bisley.

While the younger Ukko only
occasionally plays a major role in the
main story, notably an underwater
mission to steal the Stone of Destiny from
the Avanc in Volume II, the older Ukko is
the source of lots of fun. We see Ukko
antagonising a deity by asking a favour
through prayer of Ogmios, the Great God
of Literature (“Psst! How about knocking
out a couple of quick chapters for me?
Eh, Oggey? As a favour from one hack to
another?”) We see Ukko’s dreams in
which he proves he himself is the hero,
celebrated by an adoring clique of young
women (“Not even Sláine himself a
match for the heroic homunculus”). We
see Ukko’s manuscript descend into a
frenzy of violence as Ukko gets carried
away (a note explains that aside from the
words “maim” and “disembowel” most of
the text is illegible).

FAREWELL TO THE KING?

In what is presumably a comment on
Mills’ and Bisley’s own pay negotiations,
Ukko briefly collapse in shock after Nest
suggests he consider writing up the saga
for nothing. Another chapter is censored
on the grounds that the lecherous Ukko
has written “a rather personal description
of Niamh, dwelling at unnecessary length
om her physical characteristics”.
There is also some visual humour.
Towards the end of Volume II as Sláine is
about to be proclaimed King of Kings, we
see another muscle-bound figure strongly
resembling Conan the Barbarian looking
on disapprovingly. A few frames on and
another figure in the crowd seems
strangely reminiscent of author, Pat

“His seven-year reign had come to an
end at last and it was time to be reunited
with the Goddess in Death.”
Ukko in Sláine The Horned God, Volume
III.
For many readers at the time, The
Horned God had a real sense of finality
about it, as if the saga which had started
seven years earlier was finally reaching its
natural conclusion.

graphic novel, Judgement on Gotham.
“We were lucky we held onto Simon as
long as we did,” Mills reflects.
And Sláine did return, many times,
always with Pat Mills’ involvement but
with a variety of different artists and
appearing well into the 21st century.
Sláine has now appeared in more comics
since the Horned God saga than he ever
did before it. Did he think it too many?
We suspect not. Although it is arguable
that the character never again scaled the
heights achieved during the saga of the
Horned God.
AUTHOR:
CHRIS HALLAM

Not only are we constantly reminded
that Sláine himself is dead (“or he is gone
from us now” as a sombre Ukko, his
features visibly ravaged by age, tells us on
the opening pages), but we get frequent
indications that Ukko might be about to
pop his clogs too. Indeed, at one point,
he very nearly does.
The very final episode opened with a
memorable image of a King adorned in
greenery and apparently crucified after
being killed in a traditional Celtic ritual
sacrifice at the end of his traditional
seven-year reign. It is an image which is
simultaneously both beautiful and
grotesque: Simon Bisley was, in fact,
filmed painting the image for a sequence
on BBC’s Arena programme. It is only on
the next page that we learn that the
unrecognisable figure is not supposed to
be Sláine himself.
Now something of a star, Bisley was
inevitably poached and moved on
quickly, taking on DC’s Lobo as well as
the bestselling, long-awaited meeting
between Batman and Dredd in the
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Damage Control

Eightball

Written by Dwayne McDuffie,
Pencils by Ernie Colon, Inks by Bob
Wiacek, Colours by John Wellington,
Letters by Ed King
Marvel Comics (UK)

By Daniel Clowes
Fantagraphics Books (USA)

Who does the world call on in the wake
of super hero disasters? Damage Control,
that's who!
Such a simple idea, but such a great
execution, McDuffie and Colon coming
together to give us a great office sitcom
with a difference, as John Porter starts his
first day with Damage Control as the new
accounts exec.
Giant robots lying on most of
downtown Manhattan, dealing with the
employee who was up for his job, workers
busy having 'origins' of their own, trying to
get Dr Doom to pay his bill, devastation in
the X-Men’s Danger Room, and just the
day-to-day troubles of being in the number
one city in the world for superhero chaos.
It's all here in Damage Control, one of
those wonderful comics that's just so well
put together and puts a nice big smile on
your face.
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Coming off the back of Clowes' Lloyd
Llewellyn series, which was good but never
great, we had no idea that Eightball would
be the success it became, establishing
Clowes as one of the pre-eminent
American voices in comics and Eightball as
one of the most important American
comics of the late 20th Century.
The early issues of '89 saw Clowes give us
a heady mix of comedy, satire,
autobiography, gag cartoon, and more
reflective material in both the short works
such as Art School Confidential and
Caricature or his longer work Like a Velvet
Glove Cast in Iron, his surreal journey into
conspiracy theories, snuff films, with that
all-encompassing sense of loneliness.
Although the masthead of issue one did
promise us that 'Orgy of Spite, Vengeance,
Hopelessness, Despair and Sexual
Perversion,' Clowes transformed the comic
into something much more, evolving with
stories that would explore diverse,
interesting characters and the cultural
mores of life in the USA.
Following the success of Velvet Glove
with Ghost World, David Boring, Ice
Haven, and The Death Ray, Clowes has
now firmly established himself as an
influential and important cartoonist for
the ages.

Gotham by Gaslight
- A Tale Of The Batman
Written by Brian Augustyn,
Pencils by Mike Mignola,
Inks by P. Craig Russell,
Colours by David Hornung,
Letters by John Workman
DC Comics (USA)
The very first Elseworlds tale and
one of the best, Gotham By Gaslight
has a 19th-century Bruce Wayne
coming back to Gotham City and
making his debut as Batman. But he's
not the only one newly arrived in the
city as a rash of murders of women
point to Jack the Ripper taking up
residence.
Of course, it's not long before the
police, with the exception of James
Gordon, pin the blame on first the
mysterious Bat-Man and then on Bruce
Wayne. Sentenced to hang, it's a race
against time for Bruce to clear his name
and track down Jack.
Featuring a particularly well-done
police procedural storyline that twists
and turns and sees Bruce use all his
powers of deduction, Gotham by
Gaslight is a perfect little potboiler of a
story. But what elevates it is the art,
that lush combination of Mignola and
Craig Russell turning something that
would have been good into something
most enjoyable.

The New Adventures Of Hitler

Written by Grant Morrison, Art by Steve
Yeowell, Letters by Gordon Robson
Cut Magazine (UK), later Fleetway (UK)
Before the controversy of St Swithin's
Day, Morrison had already seen a bit of
bother over their proposed new comic
for Scottish arts magazine Cut, The
New Adventures of Hitler. It was
anything but subtle, a minor work in
Morrison’s oeuvre, albeit one where
Steve Yeowell goes above and beyond
to make great use of line, colour, and
stunning effects, but one where the
telling of the fuss around it is arguably
more fun than the comic itself.
It debuted in the June 1989 issue of
Cut alongside a column from Scots pop
star Pat Kane (don’t worry if you don’t
remember, few will, such was his
import). In his column, Kane decides to
throw his toys from the pram and
resigns as the magazine's columnist but not before a few hundred words of
pompous complaining. This, plus the
obvious shock value of the comic itself,
meant Morrison and Cut had a bit of a
torrid time with the press. Morrison,
being a savvy and smart, turned it to
their advantage almost immediately,
laying into Kane in a right to reply
article in the next issue of Cut. Of
course, as is the way, all of it was for
nought, as Cut went bust in September.
But this was just a month before
Morrison’s Arkham Asylum made them
rich and famous, so it’s no surprise that

it was just six months before it
appeared, in full, to no fuss at all, in
issues 46-49 of Fleetway’s Crisis.
It was all a satire (obviously, Mr
Kane) based on the most likely spurious
claims from Adolf ’s sister-in-law that
he’d stayed with them in Liverpool
from November 1912 to April 1913. Cue
psychedelic freewheeling from
Morrison, as Hitler wanders the streets
of Liverpool looking for the Holy Grail
(he eventually finds it - an overflowing
toilet) and hallucinating a bullying,
grotesque John Bull and both Morrissey
and John Lennon. Anyway, all the
Liverpudlian hallucinations and
madness are Morrison’s way to imply
that not only did Hitler get the whole
genocidal maniac idea from his little
sojourn by the Mersey but that he also
got his inspiration from Britain’s dark,
imperialist past. And, for a final bit of
shock value, Morrison also has John
Bull bring Thatcher into it all... 'That's
what this country needs: A mad vicious
bitch in the driving seat.'
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Rime of the Ancient Mariner

The Sandman

Written by Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
adapted to comics by Hunt Emerson
Knockabout (UK)

Written by Neil Gaiman, Art by Sam
Kieth, Mike Dringenberg, and Malcolm
Jones III, Colours by Daniel Vozzo, Letters
by Todd Klein, Covers by Dave McKean
DC Comics (USA)

No dry rendition of Coleridge
here, this is Hunt Emerson absolutely
revitalising the text, putting in all the
gags that Coleridge somehow left
out.
Taking Coleridge's tale of the Gods
taking umbrage at an albatross being
shot down and cursing a voyage,
Emerson takes Coleridge's rich
language and just goes wild, adding
so much into the mix, so much visual
comedy, grabbing any hint of the
absurd in the words and running
with it, wonderful exaggeration of
the characters, and so much more.
It's not the Coleridge you might have
once studied, but you'll wish it was.
This is Coleridge epic filtered
through Emerson's wit and humour,
something he's repeated with
Casanova's Last Stand, Lady
Chatterley's Lover, and Dante's
Inferno, every one of them packed
with frenetic and magnificent
cartooning and full to the brim with
often unlikely laughter.
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Strange to think now, with the
acclaim that both The Sandman and
Gaiman have received, but when the
series began both it and he were
unknown quantities. Gaiman's previous
comics work ran to just Violent Cases
and the 3-issue, not all that well
received, Black Orchid series. So giving
him a new series, featuring a whole new
set of characters with only a passing
connection to the previous Sandman
superhero (who wasn't all that popular
either), that was editor Karen Berger
taking a huge risk.
And in truth, when you go back and
re-read the series, the first seven issues
here in 1989 were dense and rather
disconnected. They promised a lot for
sure, but they were mere precursors to
the sweeping fantasy that would
become the most acclaimed comic
series of the 1990s, an epic fable in 75
issues spinning the tale of Dream of the
Endless, the Lord of the Dream realm.
Those first seven issues dealt first
with the Sandman's capture by
occultists, his escape, return to his
Kingdom, and his hunt for his objects of
power. In doing so, he encounters John
Constantine, The Justice League, takes

a trip to hell and makes a powerful
enemy in Lucifer, and confronts a
madman, John Dee. As I say, all good
issues, but never particularly great,
certainly no indication of what was to
come.
The first spark of brilliance comes in
issue #8, 'The Sound of her Wings,'
where we're introduced to the first of
Dream's Endless siblings, in the form of
a perky, relentlessly cheery, goth
looking Death. That single issue was the
start of Sandman in so many ways,
followed by the first long-form
storyline, The Doll's House. From that
issue, Sandman was transformed, good
became great, a disconnected series
became the epic that became beloved
by so many.

Seven Deadly Sins
Anthology - edited by Carol and Tony Bennett
Knockabout (UK)
The best of Brit comics coming
together to give their takes on the
seven deadly sins? Oh yes, it's a book
that demands a reprint, but you can
still get old copies from the usual
sources. And it's well worth it, with
all involved working with tongue
jammed into cheek, riffing on their
chosen sins with aplomb. The big
names of Alan Moore, Neil Gaiman,
Bryan Talbot, and Dave Gibbons are
joined by Mike Matthews, Roz
Kaveney, Graham Higgins, Dave
Gibbons, Lew Stringer, Mark
Rodgers, Steve Gibson, Davy

Francis, and Jeremy Banks. Granted,
some of it works better than others,
but overall it pulls together really
well.
Two to mention specifically
though, starting with Neil Gaiman
and Bryan Talbot's lazy approach to
Sloth that works magnificently well,
Gaiman's story reflecting on sloth
whilst Talbot's art gets sketchier and
sketchier as the pages go on - sloth,
you see? And finally, there's the
brilliant Hunt Emerson with
frequent collaborator, Tym Manley,
giving us envy in a perfect fashion.
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Skreemer

Sláine: The Horned God

Written by Peter Milligan, Art by Brett Ewins and Steve Dillon,
Colours by Tom Ziuko, Letters by Tom Frame.
DC Comics (USA)

Written by Pat Mills, Art by Simon Bisley,
Letters by Steve Potter
2000 AD/ Fleetway (UK)

Oh, Skreemer, one of the true lost tales of the 80s. In an
era when DC was poaching the finest writers and artists of
British comics, this was one that had a stellar line-up but just
never got the readership it deserved.
Milligan had already ventured over to the US with the way
ahead of its time Strange Days, with Ewins and Brendan
McCarthy, published by Eclipse in 1984. But five years later,
with Moore, Gaiman, Morrison, Ennis et al all getting their
breaks at DC, this was time for Milligan to hit it big? Nope,
sadly not with Skreemer, it would be 1990’s Shade the
Changing Man that did that.
So, why not Skreemer? Maybe it was that it deviated from
the standard model of the hot Brit writer getting an old DC
hero to revamp and deconstruct into some grim and gritty
fashion, maybe it was just that it was never marketed well
enough, maybe it was, again for Milligan, ahead of its time?
Certainly, the idea of a tough guy gangster in a postapocalyptic America run by organised crime would have had
a far better shake in the Vertigo days to come, or at 2000 AD.
But no, it's 1989 and Skreemer's six issues hit the stands to
a resounding lack of interest. And that's such a damn shame,
as it's Milligan, Ewins, and Dillon writing and drawing their
socks off here. Ultra-violent, sci-fi infused, multiple
timelines, a literary structure more James Joyce's Finnegan's
Wake than Moore's Watchmen, this was complex, thoughtprovoking, concentrate as you're reading it comics. So, of
course it sank without trace.
But this really is one of those lost classics, beloved by
those in the know – and something to track down.

The definitive storyline in the saga of Sláine, The
Horned God is an epic tale of Celtic mythology and warpspasm ultra-violence that has it all - all the bloodshed, all
the action, all the eye-popping colours and lush effects of
Bisley‘s painted art to go along with Mills‘ epic
storytelling.
In The Horned God, the mist-wreathed realm of Tír na
nÓg is under the yoke of the Drunes; strange druids who
have poisoned the land with their magic. Into this comes
Sláine, whose Earth Goddess connections send him on a
quest to unite the four kings of Tír na nÓg and prepare for
war, becoming The Horned God of myth and legend in
the process.
The sense of Mills telling a mythological epic in the
ancient sense is all there as we follow Sláine‘s ascent to
become the first King of Ireland, all told in flashback
through the writings of Ukko, suitably venal, nauseating,
and vile in these, his later years.
But there’s also so much more to it than that. There’s a
load of comedy and, of course, spectacular action
sequences, all done quite wonderfully well by Bisley. It’s
all too easy to simply remember all the over the top stuff
of giant axes, blood and guts, and warp spasms across the
big, big pages. But that’s actually not as plentiful as the
quieter pages where Bisley has a chance to show just how
good he was with character, with facial expressions, even
with a wonderful sense of comedic timing.
It’s the epic Sláine tale, the highpoint of Mills’ writing
and career-defining artwork from Bisley to craft a story
that felt it was legendary from the very first episode.
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Swamp Thing #88 - Morning of the Magician
Written by Rick Veitch, Art by Michael Zulli.
DC Comics (USA)
When Alan Moore walked away from
Swamp Thing, the book that he, Steve
Bissette, John Totleben, and Rick Veitch had
made the darling of critics and readers, it was a
natural step for Rick Veitch to take over the
book as writer. And so he did, with a run that
went from issue #65 to #87. He'd taken
Moore's ideas and gone with them, sending
Swamp Thing travelling through the Green,
careering back in time, meeting historical
figures, both from DC history and real history.
The trouble was that #87 wasn't meant to be
Veitch's last issue, not at all. His time travelling
saga was meant to culminate with Swamp
Thing meeting Jesus Christ, named only as
'Nazarene' in the comic and portrayed as a
white magician. Swamp Thing would have one
scene with Nazerene, handing him the cup
from which Nazarene would take a sip. And
despite being approved by editors and almost

completely drawn by Michael Zulli, when it
got up the line to DC's publisher, Jenette
Kahn, it was killed, never to be published.
Veitch resigned in protest and the two
writers tapped to take over the comic, Neil
Gaiman and Jamie Delano, both turned the
comic down to support Veitch. Instead, Doug
Wheeler got the gig and took Swamp Thing
down a path of unmitigated boredom and
declining sales. Veitch even made overtures to
DC as late as 2004 to change the story so that it
could see print and complete the storyline.
Again, a stone cold no.
It goes down as one of those what if
moments. Not only did we not get to see the
end of Veitch's solid run, we also didn't get to
see what either Gaiman or Delano would have
done with the character. Such a missed
opportunity.
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COMIC FACTS
Piranha Press
from DC launched

Inferno crossover
at Marvel, Invasion
at DC

Dragon Ball Z
is launched

Gotham
by Gasli
ght
is publish
ed

Merger of Time Inc and
Warner Communications

Justice League International
becomes the JLA
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1989

interesting facts
about the comics and
characters of 1989

Belgian Comic Strip centre
opens its doors

Parc Asterix
opens
its doors
Ac tion
Comics
weekly r un
end s

Batman Year 3
is released

Death’s Head is
cancelled in UK

Arkham Asylum
is released
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